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Concerned that weeknight par-
ties were interfering with academ-
ics, the administration and SGA
approved a new alcohol policy. The
policy, which began yesterday, re-
stricts open parties on weeknights
and puts constraints on hard bars.
The new regulations on student so-
cial events abolishes the Security
requirement, allowing for student
monitors.
"We. have to keep in mind the
primary mission of the College —
which is education," said David
Winer, Dean of Students. "I don't
want to have policies that detract
from formal education. Having
large, alcoholic parties during the
week detracts from our primary
purpose."
SGA President Art Muldoon,
who endorsed the policy, explained
that he supported it despite some
concerns he has over its possible
results. Muldoon views weekday
parties more as a way for friends
to get together after studying than
as "blow-out weekday bashes." He
hopes that an effective reopening
of the Iron Pony Pub will satisfy
that need. "I agreed because I
don't want the school's academic
reputation to be affected by con-
tinual partying."
Since the new alcohol policy re-
stricts weekday parties to 100 peo-
ple, Wednesday and Thursday
night clubs at Alpha Delta Phi and
Psi Upsilon will be hit hard.
Psi U President Jim Parmelee
said his fraternity will probably go
to an invitational system. Muldoon
is concerned that the fraternities
will become more exclusive and
that more parties will be held off
campus parties, which will lead to
drunk driving.
Bayard Johnson, President of
AD, feels some problems will sur-
face, as in any new policy, concern-
ing the weekday party issue. "The
administration will.have to change
the policy to work out the rough
edges, and I think their idea of
progress is to tighten the reins fur-
ther as opposed to ten years ago
when they would have loosened the
policy," said Johnson. "There will
still be parties during the week,
but the administration will lose
their grip on them because they
will probably not be registered."
Parmelee also expects some
problems to arise with the new pol-
icy. "We're going to have to iron
out a lot of things," he said. "I
hope they're not just trying to trip
up the frats."
Winer recognizes the risks of un-
registered parties. "I realize peo-
ple will probably go off campus,"
he said, "but I don't feel that as a
responsible dean and academecian
I can continue to foster it here."
Winer mentioned that faculty have
: reported-a.-high, absencelevel at
early morning classes on Thursday—
and Friday.
Continuing an experimental pro-
gram started last year students
who are juniors or seniors, mem-
bers of the host organization, and
who have clean academic and dis-
continued on page 5.
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Last Tuesday was a busy night
for Security. Two students were
attacked on Summit Street, WRTC
was forced off the air when the
station was entered and vandal-
ized, and Security searched the
Vernon Street area for two men
roaming through the High Rise
Student Parking Is Reduced
by Sean Dougherty
Tripod Staff Writer
In an effort to accomoda'te the
parking needs of Trinity faculty
and staff, students are no longer
permitted to park on Summit
Street on weekdays during the
hours of 8 AM to 9 PM.
"The consensus was that the
daily commute of faculty and staff
was a greater heed than that of
the students, who live here," ac-
cording to Security Director Bia-
gio Rueci.
Security's registration list for
faculty and staff cars was badly
out of date at the beginning of the
summer, and as a result, it was not
known exactly how many faculty
and staff cars would be on campus.
Security surveyed the total num-
ber of employees as well as their
work locations, and decided to set
aside the Summit Street parking
for the use of faculty and staff.
175 parking spots on campus are
reserved for student parking.
These spots lie in the Little, North
Campus, and Crescent Street lots.
The campus areas that are directly
affected by the new allotment are
the dorms on the Quad and in
South Campus. Rucci feels that the
use of the Vernon Street, CPTV,
and Ferris lots can absorb most of
the spillage.
In an effort to decrease the num-
ber of cars on campus, a letter was
also sent to all students over the
summer requesting that cars only
be brought to campus if absolutely
necessary. "They'll have parking,
but they'll be displaced. We can't
accomodate everyone," said Rucci.
On Monday August 31, Security
had 37 unregistered cars towed
from the Summit Street Parking
lot. "Some of the newer employees
{who had not registered their cars].
were bent out of shape. I just told
them that enforcement applies to
them too. Everybody has to toe
the mark," commented Rucci,
Eleven more cars were towed
from the lot behind Austin Arts
Center on Tuesday, September 1.
The chapel lot was surveyed for
violators on Wednesday, but no
towing occurred.
Benton Autobody Shop tows
most of the cars for Trinity Col-
lege. Complete Autobody Shop is
also used to help tow cars from
Summit Street.
"I don't see a great deal of tow-
ing in the future. People should be
awake by this time. So far we have
only towed unregistered cars, not
violators. Everyone should be alert
to all the signs," said Rucci.
Security is currently computer-
izing their ticketing procedure,
which should make stringent en-
forcement of the parking regula-
tions easier to implement. Rucci
also intends to have fire zones en-
forced more rigorously, but he
noted that students aren't the
worst offenders in that area any-
way.
Rucci added that the College is
open to compromise if it looks like
faculty and staff members are not
using all of the Summit Street
spaces. "We need time to measure
the effect of our program. We only
have 225 registered cars right now.
We know there are more cars than
that trying to park on campus. I'll
tell you right now if the. system
needs adjustment/we'll do it" said
Rucci.
Regarding the safety of the Ver-
non Street lot, Rucci commented
that "It's a lot safer than Summit
Street. It is well lit, enclosed by a
fence, and we have cameras work-
ing down there. On Summit Street
you have the Ho-Chi-Minh trail up
and down the hill to Zion Street
that makes ears' parked there a'lot •
. more accessible." Minor problems
with the zoom function on the cam-
eras on Vernon Street are cur-
rently being repaired.
Trinity may also be installing a
shuttle bus service to help connect
Vernon Street to the rest of the
campus. The proposed service
would stop at the Vernon Street
lot on the hour and the half-hour.
Vice President Smith has already
approved the program and the Col-
lege is currently looking into im-
plementation.
dorm.
At about 1:00 A.M. two male
students returning from the Col-
group of five black and Hispanic
males on-S«mmit-Sti-4ri-;their-tete--
teens or early twenties. Conflict-
ing reports of the incident do agree
that a confrontation arose and both
Trinity students were hit and then
fled to Jarvis.
One student was struck on the
side of the head and suffered tem-
porarily blurred vision, although he
did not lose consciousness. The
other student was hit in the face.
Both were taken to Hartford Hos-
pital's emergency room by Secu-
rity where they received care for
minor injuries. One of the assail-
ants wore a light blue Dodgers
jacket.
Director of Security Biagio Rucci
does not feel that the Trinity com-
munity is in any danger from peo-
ple "waiting in dark corners to
jump on students. What happened
last week was just a string of iso-
lated incidents."
A party was held in the eight-
woman Tuesday night and the
doors to Cook had been lodged
open. Since the basement of Cook
connects to both the Underground
and the offices of WRTC, a group
—vt-fiin. lUbpaiiiu., agwit4Q)jy,
were able to enter through the
--opeireeatf tioor and gain access to
the Underground and WRTC.
Early in the evening a guard in-
specting the Underground had no-
ticed a package of drumsticks left
by a student band which often
practices there. When he later
checked the Underground, the
drumsticks were missing. Stu-
dents reported seeing the youths
carrying the drumsticks outside of
Cook. They re-entered the dorm
and discharged fire extinguishers
containing a chemical powder in
WRTC.
TheDJforthe7:00to 10:00P.M.
Alien Rock show left the control
room to investigate and was
sprayed herself by the chemicals
which made her violently ill.
The chemicals were sprayed
throughout the offices and the con-
trol room, damaging the mixer and
transmitting equipment. WRTu
went off the air for two days and
on Thursday began transmitting
Pub Re-opens Under Strict Control
By Sean Dougherty
Tripod Staff Writer
Trinity's campus drinking facil-
ity, The Iron Pony Pub, will be re-
opening once again on September
21. '
The Pub will be open Monday to.
Thursday from 4:00 P.M. to 1:00
A.M. and from 2:00 P.M. to 6:00
P.M. on Fridays. The Pub will be
open on weekends during special
occasions such as homecoming.
The Pub operates under a "Ser-
vice Bar" permit issued by the
State of Connecticut. The contract
stipulates that waiters and/or
waitresses must serve the drinks
and that all drinks must stay within
a confined area.
, The confined area at Trinity will
. be located in the south end of the
Cave, and it will be enclosed by
ropes, according to Mather Cam-
pus Center Director Jo Ann Pul-
ver. These ropes will not block
anyone's view of the television.
A student worker will serve in
the restricted area. The worker's
responsibility will be to check i.d.'s
and make sure that no beer pur-
chased is carried out of the roped-
offarea.
No one under the age of 21 will
be allowed to sit in the restricted
area, regardless of whether that
person is ordering alcohol or not.
Pulver called this rule "an unfor-
tunate part of the permit regula-
tions, but there isn't anything we
can do about it. We don't have a
restaurant permit. For someone
under 21 to sit in the restricted
area, he or she would have to have
a parent or guardian along."
Pulver warned that enforcement
of the legal drinking age will be
strict at the Pub. "We are under
much more stringent guidlines be-
cause we have a Connecticut State
Liquor License. We are under
greater scrutiny than the campus
private institutions."
Josh Bewlay, the Pub supervi-
sor, met Thursday with prospec-
tive bartenders. Everyone,
including students who worked at
the Pub last year, is being inter-
viewed. Bewlay and Pulver are
trying to insure that the barten-
ders they hire will be able to stand
up to intimidation by underage
students who demand to buy
drinks.
When asked how the restriction
of weekday parties would affect
Pub sales, Pulver responded, "It
may increase business a little, but
the number of legal drinkers on
campus is still so small it can't
really make a big difference."
i t y w i l l /ttiwrr,
edby OL'M/PPY?
Fall Sports Preview \
New Faculty Profiled
News - Commentary




When members of the Class of 1991 were told that
they were the last class which would be able to choose
courses from an open curriculum, they heaved a deep
sigh of relief — some even applauded. Yet, the imple-
mentation of the general education curriculum is long
: overdue and represents an important step in defining
the liberal arts education at Trinity.
: Members of next year's freshman class will be required
to take five courses, one each from the following aca-
demic disciplines:
1 .Natural Sciences: from the Biology, Physics or Chem-
istry departments.
2. Arts: from the Dance, Theatre, Music, or Fine Arts
departments. .
3. Humanities: from the Classics, English, Religion,
History, or Philosophy departments.:
4. Social Sciences: from the Economics, Sociology,
Psychology, or Political Science departments.
: 5. Numerical and. Symbolic Reasoning: from the Math-
ematics, Psychology or Philosophy departments.
The so-called "centerpiece" of the new curriculum is the
interdisciplinary minor. In order to complete the minor,
students will be required to take about sjx courses from
at least three disciplines."Studies in Progressive Amer-
ican Social Movements" is an example of; one of the 19
interdisciplinary minors that are currently being devel-
oped. This minor would link courses from the Religion,
Philosophy, Economics, History, and Educational Studies
departments in order to study the questions of Social
rvfarm and oooial }uoi)ea , Tho m'lnnr .nnjllH OOSSibly in-
clude an internship with a group working for social
p r o g r e s s i n H a r j f c r d , ; • • • • • - • • • : • ..,...'..... . . . ' . . ... .
"—ATrjjpefTcuTriculum makes the assumption that ^stir-"-
dents, as responsible and intelligent adults, will use the
• freedom that such a curriculum allows in order to take
a vast array.of courses to achieve both the breadth and
depth of a liberal arts education. In principle, then, it is
an excellent idea. However, the open curriculum has
failed if students abuse the freedom which it affords as
a means to avoid certain subjects. This has been the
case at Trinity, and as a result, many students have
graduated from this liberal arts institution with an ed-
ucation that cannot accurately be labeled "liberal arts."
According to Associate Dean of Academic Affairs Ronald
Spencer, "45% of the class of 1985 did no work in the
natural sciences, 30% graduated without having taken
courses in the quantitative subjects, and 20% had no
courses in the fine or performing arts."
NOTE: The Tripod accepts andprints all letters to the editor and I .
opionion articles. All submissions should be typed and double spaced.G
Although there is no limit to length, the editor reserves the right to con-
dense letters of more than 250 words. All letters submitted by Friday, 5 .
p.m. will be considered for publication. Letters can he brought to the
• Tripod office (J ackson basement) or placed in campus mail. Box 1310,
If there are any further questions, the editorial board can be reached at
,246,1829:l' : ;
Student objections to the general education curriculum
are weak. For instance, some students complain that
such a curriculum would restrict their freedom of choice
which enables them to shape their own education. How-
ever, as Professor Frank Kirkpatrick said, the new cur-
riculum only imposes "the bare minimum of restrictions."
After all, one course in each of the five general categories
should not place too much of a burden on the average
Trinity student. Moreover, there is. a wide enough selec-
tion of courses within each education category from
which to choose.
Students- also make the case that since they plan to
become lawyers or investors or artists, they will not need
to study math or science. Or, since they took a few high
school math and science courses, they have learned all
of the math and science they will need to know. Yet, a
basic knowledge of both science and math is an absolute
prerequisite to becoming, a responsible citizen in a world
in which science plays so large a role. And let's face it
— typical high school level math or science courses are
often woefully inadequate. Moreover, the interdisciplinary
minor better prepares students for the world they are
about to enter because it forces them to look at the
interactions and relationships between the different dis-
ciplines, instead of "compartmentalizing" their education.
Perhaps the strongest argument that students make
against the general education curriculum is that it will
destroy the uniqueness of Trinity. After all, many people
came toTrinity precisely because there were no require-
ments to bother with. Yet, the interdisciplinary minor is
so innovative ihat, according to Dean Spencer, it will
serve to "enliven the intelleWuaj-atrnosphere--at~Trini1:y--
~and-attract students."• wmi^otrTefco'neggS• arid univers-
ities may have minors, they are not interdisciplinary as
Trinity's will be. Further, the professors' enthusiasm for
the interdisciplinary minors is bound to carry over to the
students and make this a more exciting place to be.
And hopefully, the new curriculum will help to dispel
Trinity's reputation as a camp or a country club.
As an institution of higher learning, Trinity has the
obligation to produce the best educated students — and
that means providing students with at least a basic
knowledge of the arts, humanities, social sciences, nat:
ural sciences, and quantitative subjects. As students, we
should not gripe and groan about the general require-
ments; we should only be happy that finally we will get
our four year's and $60,000 worth of a liberal arts edu-
cation. :
To the Editor:
There have been several news-
paper articles about Trinity Col-
lege in recent months. The most
recent one was a May 18th edito-
rial entitled, "Misreading Trinity's
Mission," which acknowledged a
need for improvement in several
areas, but urged that we feel for-
tunate to have a school here. I cer-
tainly appreciate having been
among the first, blacks to matricu-
late there. However, I have been
aware of the need for improved
relations, with minorities, espe-
cially on campus, for some time.
Suggestions have been made to
school officials, verbally and
through letters, for the past two
years. There have been great ef-
forts to enroll more minority stu-
dents. One of the problems is that
the atmosphere is not conducive to
good cultural exchanges, so minor-
ities leave. The major point is that
white students could have a more
positive intercultural learning ex-
perience to benefit them more in
pursuing their careers as liberal-
minded citizens. This is especially
true in urban areas, and indeed in
a world where non-whites are a
majority.
Black and Hispanic people need
to be more concerned and involved
in several issues being debated.
The fact that the campus is grad-
ually being encircled by minorities
requires additional efforts for bet-
ter "Town-Gown" relations. In ad-
dition, the Trinity Coalition of
Black Students has complained
- ...regularly of campus racism.
The most'urgent issue was. ad-.
dressed by an editorial in the May
5th edition of the Trinity Tripod,
entitled, "An Answer to the Secu-
rity Problem," which suggested
using armed security guards as an
option to combat increasing as-
saults and thefts. I don't think
weapons have been used in campus
crimes thus far. Let us hope the
school uses all other options possi-
ble to improve relations with its
neighbors without armed security
personnel.
Sincerely,
Ralph F. Davis, '53
RINTTYfRIPQD
Proposed Parking Solutions
I am concerned about the lack of
consideration the administration
has shown to the students regard-
ing Trinity's new parking restric-
tions. Punishing thestudents for
the lack of spaces — by increasing
the registration fee and allotting
spaces in obscure locations, is not
the proper solution.
. During . the summer, students
were only generally warned about
the changes. Those who parked in
familiar places along Summit
Street on Monday and Tuesday
were abruptly towed (47 cars in
two days) and faced $70 charges.
We all know there are other direct,
less financially burdensome ways
to reach students, Let's use them
in the future.
Presently, spaces along Summit
Street are vacant during the day.
Sure, the faculty deserve a place
to park, but the current scenario
is inefficiently weighted. I propose
two solutions.
The first travels along the same
one-sided vein as our current situ-
ation. If the faculty were assigned
to the football field lot, and stu-
dents to Summit Street and dor-
mitory areas, the football lot would
only need to be patrolled (with 8-5
shuttles to. offices) for 9 hours a
day instead of 24. Also, the stu-
dents would be able to park in
places convenient to their needs,
1 am more in favor of a second
idea which involves a compromise.
Why not give the students a few
spaces on Summit Street for use
all day, and after 3 PM, when the
last classes have begun, open up
the remaining spaces to anyone
who needs them? This way, every-
one's needs are best accomodated.
Sincerely,
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Letters
Re-Institute-Off-Campus Escorts
It is a new school year and we
return to find changes in the way
the school deals with us. Some of
the changes are good, others are
not. One of the changes, though, is
not simply good or bad — it is in
fact dangerous: there are no longer
any security escorts for students
living off-campus.
This is an appalling blunder —
Trinity is not exactly situated in
the best and safest of all environ-
ments, and it is for that reason
that the escort system was cre-
ated. There is a very tangible need
for safe transportation after dark
around campus and off-campus. In
a response to an overload on the
time and energies devoted to off-
campus "details," all escorts, ex-
cept those deemed as emergencies
(e.g. to the hospital) have been
halted. Yet, security escorts at
night could not have been that
great of a burden on Security since
students were employed to drive
the escorts. Thus, no actual secu-
rity officers were involved in the
system until after 2 A.M. Now Se-
curity is instituting a bus program
that would circumnavigate the
campus on a regular basis after
dark in lieu of the regular escorts.
No "Safe Sex Day"
To the Editor:
The Trinity Tripod of April 21,
1987 had an extensive article on
the AIDS Task Force at the Col-
lege. If the article was accurate, it
appears that Trinity, in its wisdom
and pursuit of intellectual endeav-
ors, has not included family values
as one of the ideologies to be fos-
tered.
To be accepted at Trinity one has
to be academically talented. Supe-
rior or above averate reading and
thinking skills are certainly a pre-
requisite for acceptance. Why does
the Trinity community assume that
its students are not at least rea-
sonably informed about sexual
problems?
While I do understand the need
to educate the public about the
problem of AIDS, I am appalled at
the suggestion of a "Safe Sex Day"
for students. I am even more ap-
palled, however, at the suggestion
which would place condom ma-
chines in the library because the
infirmary is either too far away or
too inconvenient to dispense this
item. If this is what we must do to
aid the best and the brightest, may
God help us.
Sincerely,
Miriam A. Reid Parent of Joseph
M. Reid, '86
The new system would obviously
be easier to run, as message relays
from Mather to Security would not.
be needed since the bus would run
on a regular schedule. Clearly, the
old system was inefficient and
slow. The bus system is not neces-
sarily a bad idea, except for the
neglect of those who do not live on
the perimeter of the campus. Also,
there is often a need for late night
travel, but sending a bus around in
the middle of the night would be a
wasted effort, as the escort vol-
ume is much smaller.'
A combination of the old and the
new system would probably work
well though. The bus could provide
transportation for on-campus es-
corts, and the remaining off-cam-
pus escorts could be done by a
student security driver. Both the
bus and the student driver would
run until 2 A.M., at which time
Security officers could take over.
Approximately 10% of the stu-
dent body lives off campus for var-
ious reasons. One reason is that
there is not adequate on-campus
housing. If students are going to
pay full tuition and have the extra
burden of taking care of an off-
campus residence, at least the
school should provide safe trans-
portation after dark.
How many muggings have to oc-
cur? How many rapes? Halting off-
campus escorts is a dangerous pol-
icy.
If you live off campus and have
to travel at night, let the Security
Office know. As soon as they real-
ize how many people this repre-
sents, maybe something might
change.
Sincerely,
The Coalition for Off-Campus Se-
curity
Waldheim's Visit With Pope
To the Editor:
At the outset, it should be made
clear that no Jew at the time of
the Holocaust, nor today, is look-
ing for pity or sympathy, but sim-
ply for an understanding of their
reaction to current events, in the
light of the many centuries of wan-
ton persecution.
The audience granted by Pope
John Paul II to Kurt Waldheim,
and the general feeling of conster-
nation " caused by it in the Jewish
community should be understood
in the proper, personal and his-
toric context.
Pope John Paul II embodies the
very best in men of all creeds and
persuasions. The Pope commands
no military might but he, as the
symbol of the highest moral val-
ues, in addition to representing the
spiritual aspirations of millions,
commands something far mightier
than armies. As the head of an in-
stitution far more enduring than
military victories and conquests, he
• has a stature unsurpassed in world
affairs.
This great man, admired and
deeply respected throughout the
world, has, by granting a private
audience to Kurt Waldheim, given
him the kind of international sta-
tus which up to now has eluded
him. The Jewish community, as
well as many other groups of all
denominations, are pained, an-
guished and puzzled by this act
which will give aid and comfort to
a person whose human relations
record is, almost universally, ques-
tioned. This episode is particularly
incomprehensible in view of the
Pontiff's deep and most construc-
tive involvement in all questions of
human rights.
Experience would indicate that
a previous audience granted to
Yasser Arafat, irresponsible ter-
rorist and sworn enemy of Israel,
all Jews and probably even all of
mankind, has given him a new
lease on his political life, enhanced
his diminished statuxe^.and- pro-
" longed and encouraged his nefar-
ious activities.
Because of the various steps this
great Pontiff has taken to achieve
a more tolerant understanding be-
tween Christians and Jews, the au-
diences granted to people like
Yasser Arafat and Kurt Waldheim
are especially devastating. The de-
fensive Jewish reaction is based on
many centuries of painful disap-
pointments and hurtful experi-
ences.
It is also a very distressing par-
adox that a heroic figure like Pope
John Paul II should find himself in
the same ideological camp with the
Soviet Union and an assortment of
Third World Central African dic-
tators on questions such as the rec-
ognition of, and the exchange of
ambassadors to, the State of Is-
rael.
A case can probably be made for
the old adage, "Love the sinner
but hate the sin"; however an even
more important and valid case can
also be made that the sin should
not be encouraged or perpetuated.
Sincerely,
Edgar Hartley
Senate Should Confirm Bork
To the Editor:
Former chief justice of the Su-
preme Court, Warren Burger,, has
come out in favor of him. At least
one current justice, moderate John
Paul Stevens, has said he would
vote for him. Numerous organiza-
tions, as diverse as the National
Jewish Coalition, Southern Bap-
tist Convention, Knights of Colum-
bus, Hispanic Economic Council,
and National Women's Law Cen-
ter, have all formally endorsed
him. He was unanimously ap-
proved as a federal appellate judge
two years ago by the U.S. Senate.
Who is he? Federal Judge Robert
Bork, nominee for the U.S. Su-
preme Court. .
Then why has such a hate cam-
paign been levelled at him? Senator
Kennedy (D-MA) has warned of
' 'back-alley abortions... segregated
lunch counters," and censorship
"at the whim of government" if
Bork is confirmed. Contrary to the
claims of his critics, Bork is a pro-
ponent of judicial restraint, which
sees the role of the judge as deter-
mining the intent of the framers
or legislators, and not imposing his
own values in their stead.,
He would most likely turn the
issue of abortion back to the states.
He has clearly stated the unconsti-
tutionally of segregation as long
ago as 1971, writing: "The [Su-
preme] Court must...choose a gen-
eral principle of equality that
applies to all cases. The Court can-
not decide that physical equality is
important but psychological equal-
ity is not. Thus the ru'u vfBrown
[v. Board ofEducation] must over-
turn and replace the separate-but-
equal doctrine ofPlessy v. Fergu-
son. " (Indiana Law Journal)
This is a battle between the prin-
ciples of Constitutional law upon
which our nation was founded,
which protects the rights of the
minority without eliminating the
values of the larger society, and
the activists of the left who have
tried to impose their agenda on the
rest of society: promoting pornog-
raphy, homosexuality, abortion,
and value-free education behind
the smoke-screen of "egalite,"
while ridiculing religion, patriot-
ism, and the moral values neces-
sary to maintain and work for a
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Marxist Professors
To the Editor:
I have just been informed by the
Executive Vice President of Trin-
ity that Trinity is paying salary to
at least 4 or 5 Marxist faculty. You
only know how many socialists are
on your payroll. About 80% in my
estimate.
The shocking part of this stupid-
ity is that the management of
Trinity sees nothing wrong with
Marxists teaching Marxism to
young and naive students whose
tuition is paid by parents most of
whom would bring their sons and
daughters home immediately if
they were aware of this typical ac-
ademic horror story.
So be honest and print this letter
after retreating to your bomb shel-
ter.
Sincerely,










Of 80 minority freshmen, thirty-
five black, Hispanic and Asian
freshmen took part in a special mi-
nority orientation program held
August 25th and 26th. The pro-
gram was designed to give the
freshmen an opportunity to meet
each other, and to attack theprob-
lem of assimilation at a predomi-
nantly white institution.
The minority orientation illus-
trates the firm commitment made
by the administration to diversify
the- College. As a major issue cm
campus, the problems surrounding
the. increase of minority enroll-
ment at Trinity are being, dealt
withmore openly.
_ "People . are anxious about it.
being a special case — that the par-
ticipants get an advantage over
other students. These people don't,
realize what the advantage of
being white at Trinity is," said As-
sistant Dean of Students Paula
Chu-Richardson.
Chu-Richardson and Kirk Pe-
. ters, the other Assistant Dean of
Students, planned and lead the
program. The students lived in
Jackson and Wheaton and partici-
pated in activities lead by 12 up-
perclass counselors, including a
picnic, group sessions, films fol-
lowed by discussion, and an al-'
umni/ae panel.
The program is slightly contro-
versial, as it has been suggested
that it causes the students to seg-
. regate themselves from the other
freshmen. But, says Richardson,
"Anybody who is readily identifi-
able as different from the norm
will be noticed when together. Our
push is to get the students in-'
volved in all sorts of organizations
and to be. high profile. Making
them feel more'. comfortable is
. more likely to lead to integration
than if they are uncomfortable."





] "The class of 1991 is .one of the
most accomplished, talented and
.—diwirBQ.'group^ffiig^agtdiS^that;
Trinity has admitted in recent:
years," said Donald Dietrich, Di-
rector of Admissions.
Minority enrollment has in-
creased significantly; while there
are only 14 black students in the
Class of 1990, there are 34 inthe .m
Class of '91. The number of Asiaa
students in this year's freshman .
class is almost double the total of
last year's, and the number of His-
panic students has . increased
slightly as well. ;
. Asked why Trinity drew more :
minority applicants last fall, Die- .
trieh replied: "Trinity has commit-
ted its resources to diversifying the
student body. There is more money.
available for financial aid, the :
school is renovating the Umoja
" House, and more money was spent
on recruitment." Dietrich added,
that a "more supportive climate"
at Trinity helped to attract minor-
ity students. For example, Gail
Woldu, the new Assistant Dean of
. Faculty , will beprimarilymVolvecT"""™
with minority affairs and will serve ••
as a liasbn between1 t h e s t u d e n t
body and the administration.
There are also more interna-
tional students in this year's fresh-
man class, as well as more dancers,
artists and musicians. "We have
some very talented freshmen this
year," said Dietrich, "overall, this
is an exciting and interesting
class."
Dietrich was pleased that Trin-
ity was being thought of more se-
riously by more serious students.
"Trinity is becoming more popular
and competitive. We turned down
students who might have been ac-
cepted years before," he com-
mented. [• '• „• '-• • •. :
pate as a freshman. "If, some Ko-
rean kid comes, he'll get to meet
others just like him. All he'll do for
the first two months of school is
hang out with other Koreans. By
the time he starts meeting other
people he'll be way behind so-
cially."
Todd Gillespie, '90, one of the
two white counselors on the staff
of 12, said he participated to meet
the new students. "There is lots of
criticism in that it causes students
to group together. But it's good to
get them together at the begin-
ning to let them know that they
are not the only one on campus.
All the participants seemed really
pleased."
According to Chu-Richardson
and the counselors, the program
was highly successful and had the
highest numbers involved in five
years. Evaluations filled out by
participating students recom-
mended that the same program be
offered to future classes.
Counselor Yani Kwee, '89, com-
mented: "Minority students some-
times get turned off by these kinds
of programs. They think they are
being singled out for special treat-
ment. But. this is more than just
something fun to do."
Freshman David Cesal was sat-
isfied with the program. He said,
"I got to make a lot of friends and
although I.went into it hesitantly,
I came out of it with a good feel-
ing. It was definitely worth com-
ing a day or two in advance."
Gail Woldu
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Peters, New Asst. Dean
of Students Arrives
by Jinny Swope
New Assistant Dean of Stu-
dents, Kirk Peters, is enthusiastic
and excited about working with the
student population.
Peters expressed his wish to be
a "change agent" on campus. He
wants to help students through
"sharing or any other discourse,"
to keep their minds open and re-
ceptive.
Although he will be working in
all aspects of student life, one of
Peters' main duties will include
serving as a liason between the
fraternities and the Administra-
tion.
. Concerning the new alcohol pol-
icy, he speaks highly of the Inter-
Fraternity Council which is trying
to abide by the policy rather than
work around it. "It's easy to see
that you're taking . students'
rights," said Peters, "but the more
responsible student would see the
positive results of the action."
Peters will also be advising those
students who are on academic pro-
bation, He feels the "warning sys-
tem" of academic probation is
' extremely effective because it
shows that someone is there who
is concerned enough to offer the
student help.
Since 1984 Peters has been
working at Ramapo College in New
Jersey as -the Asst. Director of
Residential Life. While there, he
coached both the Women's Volley-
ball and Men's Tennis teams.
Originally from Springfield,
Massachusetts, Peters attended
the University of Massachusetts
and graduated with a degree in
Latin American studies. He
worked at the University as a hall
director, then as an area director.
During that time, he completed his
Master's Degree in Education.
Peters is looking forward to
working at Trinity as a change
from the state schools he has been
working for during the past nine
years. He hopes to work with Third
World students and with the resi-.
dent assistants, Ouside of the of-
fice, he will be helping to coach the
Women's Volleyball team.
Woldu Assists Minorities
by Toh Tsun Lim
New Assistant Dean of Faculty,
Gail Woldu, will serve primarily as
a liason between the faculty and
the increasingly diverse student
body. She plans to open up more
jhannels of communication be-
tween advisors and minority stu-
dents.
"The Office of the Dean of Fac-
ulty is just trying to support the
Admission Department's move to
diversify the student body," says
Woldu of the increase in minority
enrollment, "You can't just recruit
more students of color and then
leave it at that,"
Though Woldu is pleased with
the diversification of the Class of
1991, she believes that this in-
crease must- be followed up with
the proper support of those with
different cultural backgrounds.
Woldu hopes that the advisors will
help to fortify the ties between fac-
ulty and students.
In addition to her administrative
duties, Woldu is teaching courses
in Black American Music and in
the History of Western Musical
Themes. She recieved a Ph.D. in
19th century French Musical Style
from Yale. She has also taught at
Bates College as a music instruc-
tor,
Woldu has already started to
work with members of the English
department, Area Studies, and the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks to or-
ganize "Black History Month" in
February. The event, scheduled to
begin Feb. 2, will feature noted
black poet Sonia Sanchez as key-
note speaker. The program will
continue through the rest of the
month with a series of films and
seminars on black culture and im-
ages from 1920 to the present.
Though Woldu is primarily in-
volved with minority affairs, she
does not consider herself strictly a
minority advisor. As the Assistant
Dean of Faculty, .her duties bring
her into contact with the entire
student body.
Who's in this year's Freshman class? Here





SAT Information: Avg. verbal 580
Avg. matn 610
Minority Students:•
34 Black (7.6% of the class)
• 28 Asian (6,3% of the class)
17 Hispanic (3.9% of the class)
79 total (17% of the class)
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Frobb Renovated, Vernon
St. Dorm Goes Up
by Christine Herzig
Assistant News Editor
Two new construction projects
greeted Trinity students as they
arrived back on campus. Progress
has been made on the new struc-
ture on Vernon Street, and the
combination of Frohman and Robb
dormitories into one building has
been completed.
Completed in early August, the
Frohman/Robb dormitory, hous-
ing 68 students, has received
"quite a bit of praise," according
to Siu-Chim Chan, Director of
Buildings and Grounds. "In fact,"
Chan continued, "not only has the
feedback been good, as to the tre-
mendous improvement to the
building, but also better than that
for Little."
"We had a close hand in choos-
ing the architect and contractor,"
said Chan, "and are very pleased
with the results." Christina Dow,
Director of Residential Services,
has said her reaction, too, has been
"generally positive," and adds,
"the year is still young and we
have basically only heard good
things."
"I wish," said Dow, "that all of
those one room doubles could be
singles, but I think that we have
corrected some flaws that we dis-
covered in Little." Presently, one
more complication is that students
from the waiting list were placed
in the lounges in Frohman/Robb
but Dow has said she "hopes to
move those students at the end of
the Fall term. Those would be
lovely lounges, and I'd like to get
them reinstated at the end of the
Fall term. The students in those
lounge rooms have Fall Term Only
contracts."
Also to be finished soon is the
Vernon Street dormitory and the
new student center. The new
dorm, troubled early on by labor
strikes, has gotten back on sched-
ule and is now supposed to be fin-
ished in January of 1988.
When asked who would be placed
in the Vernon Street dorm, Dow
replied, "the new dorm is seen as
a relief for some crowding, not as
housing for additional students.
However let us keep in mind that,
if the College continues with it's
plan to close and renovate residen-
tial spaces, then that new dorm
may not immediately ease crowd-
ing. It may find a use in picking up
the spaces lost during renovation
of other areas."
"While the new student center,"
says Dow, "should basically con-





Marji Lipshez, acting Coordina-
tor of Trinity's Women Center, has
many plans for the upcoming year
and, most importantly, hopes to
change prevailing attitudes to-
ward the Women's Center.
Lipshez, a former Dean of Resi-
dential Life at Connecticut Col-
lege, is replacing Dr. Judith
Branzburg as Coordinator of the
Women's Center for a year while
Branzburg is on sabbatical. "I was
looking to stay in a college educa-
tional position," she said.
Since Lipshez had been involved
with minority issues at Connecti-
cut College, she wanted to use her
"minority skills to work with wom-
en's issues at Trinity."
Lipshez is planning many up-
coming events that will involve
both men and women. She plans a
Speaker Series in which "men and
women will talk about what suc-
cess is."
Other issues that Lipshez is par-
ticularly interested in are relation-
ships between men and women,
self-esteem, and life-planning for
students. Lipshez is also con-
cerned with the problem of "defin-
ing feminism."
One of Lipshez's first priorities,
however, is to deal with miscon-
ceptions concerning the Women's
. Center. She feels that women's or-
ganizations are commonly believed
to be composed of radical feminists
and men haters. "A common goal
will be to get rid of myths about
women's organizations."
Ideally, Lipshez and her co-
workers hope the Women's Center
will become a place where male and
female students can come and
openly discuss issues. "It's notjust
a reactive place to come after a
problem," said Lipshez.
Student Assistant Julie Beman,
'89, added that "we want to make






Under the direction of Chemis-
try Professor David Henderson, a
new Guided Studies Program in
Engineering, Mathematics and
Natural Sciences has been imple-
mented for the class of 1991 and
for future classes.
Henderson firstconceived of the
idea for the program six years ago.
It was not until the summer of '86,
however, that Henderson, along
with Mathematics Professor Ralph
Walde and Physics Professor
Harvey Picker, began to put plans
into action.
Currently, there are 24 mem-
bers of theclass of '91 enrolled in
the program. Henderson says that
his project is still in the early
stages.
"This is the pilot year," Hender-
Alcohol Policy continued from page 1.
The monitor may not have any al-
cohol that evening.
In the past, there were disputes
over the high cost of the guards
and the effectiveness of their pres-
ence. The waiving of the guards,
however, will be at the discretion
of the Asst. Dean for Student Ac-
tivities, Jo Ann Pulver.
The campus guards on duty in
the vicinity of the party will drop
by and observe occasionally just as
they would any other area on their
beat. If a problem arises while they
are present, they will still have full
authority to take action.
Organizations that wish to serve
hard liquor at their events must
obtain a one-day liquor license and
will only be allowed to serve on a
cash bar basis. This will end the
practice of paying a donation and
having access to an open hard bar
as happy hours and formals often
had in the past.
Winer points out that organiza-
tions are welcome to get the per-
mit and serve liquor. According to
Winer most organizations have ob-
tained the permit in the past any-
way.
However, AD has not applied for
the permit in the past and Johnson
sees possible legal problems.
"When you get that permit you
become a real bar for the night,
then you're dealing with the state
and not just with the College
administration."
ciplinary records will be auoweu iu
serve as monitors for parties
rather than requiring the use of
campus guards. At least 2 student
monitors must be present at par-;
ties with 100 or fewer people. An
additional; monitor for each 50'
guests over 100 is also required.
son said, "we are inventing it as
we go along. We are trying to cre-
ate a demand."
Unlike the existing Guided Stud-
ies Program, which focuses on the
humanities and can be completed
in two years, the new Guided, Studr
ies Program spans three years.
In that tinne;~stttdenti> are J.'e-~
quired to take seven courses, in-
cluding a freshman seminar and
two labs. In addition, students are
. encouraged to take certain elec-
tives.
One of the classes that Hender-
son is particularly excited about is
a planned seminar "explicitly ad-
dressing the problems that happen
when scientists differ on certain
issues." Henderson feels that this
is the type of class that should be
a regular part of a scientific curric-
ulum.
Along with seminars, Hender-
son has further plans to change
the curriculum in his department.
"We can try new experiments that
will eventually work their way into
the curriculum," he said.
Invitations to join the program
were sent out to over 200 prospec-
tive students, of which 27 were ac-
cepted;-. • • • "'
"We had anticipated ten (accept-
;ance§]7"""said ^Henderson. "We
were overwhelmed."
While Henderson is . satisfied
with the program as it stands now,
he has many goals for its future.
"One goal is primarily to address
the decline in enrollment in the sci-
ences," Henderson said.
"Once the word gets out, it will
increase the awareness that Trin-
ity is a good place to get a science
education."
Henderson looks to a future
when Trinity's scientific depart-
ments get the recognition he feels
they deserve. "I can't name an in-
stitution where you can get a bet-
ter undergraduate education in
chemistry."
WRTC Vandals
again at 7:00 P.M. from jury rigged
equipment.
Operations were moved back
into the control room at 9:30 P.M.
on Friday, but WRTC was trans-
mitting only at half power. By Sat-
urday afternoon the station had
been restored to normal operation.
Although he had to wait for the
powdered dust to settle the sta-
tion's Chief Engineer was able to
repair the damage himself. Secu-
rity and the WRTC executive
board both realize that action must
be taken to control the station
more effectively during the hours
of 10:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M.m
The youths fled the area after
the attack and no equipment was .
reported stolen from the station.
Also that evening, two suspi-
cious males entered a room on the
second floor of High Rise sup-
posedly looking for a friend named ..
"Ted." Security searched the AD
area where a small party was being
held, as well as the VernonSt. .
grounds from Broad St. to Summit
St.
Rucci cautioned students about
leaving their doors unlocked or
open even when the students are
in their rooms. He also urged that
Security be contacted concerning
any incident or suspicious individ- •
uals, no matter how minor.
"Last year we got a call over by
Little," said Rucci. "It was a few
guys selling power tools out of a
station wagon. We called the po-
lice with the registration and even-
tually a counterfeiting ring was
uncovered."
>J*
Artist's rendition of the Vernon St. dorm.
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Both Kappa Kappa Gamma and
Sigma Nu moved into new houses
over the summer while Delta Delta
Delta moved out. For Kappa, the
move is a big step in establishing
itself nationally and on campus.
Liz Calm, '88, House chair-
woman for Kappa, says that "in
terms of image we are looking
stronger both nationally and at
Trinity. We've only been around
for 5 years and have only been el-
igible for a house for one, and
we'-ve already got it." ; •
Kappa, which nas about 50 ac-
tive members on campus, moved
into the house in August and be-
gan renovations. They have a one
year rental lease, with an option to
buy, on the top two floors of a mul-
tiple family building located on Al-
len Place behind North Campus.
. Six sisters are living in the house
this semester. :•
Trinity's Kappa chapter will be
featured in an upcoming edition of
"The Key," Kappa's national mag-
azine. Cahn said the chapter is of
interest because of its rapid
growth and acquisition of a house.
Sigma Nu, which had a house last
year, has moved next door into a
larger building at 2628 Brownell,
The house is an old rooming house
with,three floors and 10 single
bedrooms. Nine brothers live in the
house which is owned jointly by
Sigma Nu alumni and the Sigma
Psi corporation.
Tri-Delta left their house at 66
Vernon St. on Friday, September
4th. Having rented the house for
several years they opted to do
without a house until they are able
to purchase one. "We are moving
on to bigger and better things,"
said President DeDe DePatie, '88.
. Although the . Rush , period is
. coming up next week the sisters;
are not concerned about the lack
of a house, Secretary-Emmy Doug-
h's feels that giving up the house
has brought the_sororitycloser to-
gether. • . . . ; . • :
Law Schools to Visit Trinity
by Tara Allen
On Thursday, September 17 and
October 1, 1987, Trinity students
and alumni are invited to attend
the third annual Law Day Pro-
gram and the second annual Pro-
gram of Professional Studies. "The
programs give students the unique
opportunity to discuss their own
personal interests and qualifica-
tions with the professionals," says
Rozanne Burt, Director of Career
Counseling.
The Law Day Program and the
Program of Professional Studies
are held in collaboration with Wes-
leyan University and Connecticut
College. The programs are de-
signed to cater to the interests of
students who plan to pursue fur-
ther studies in law, international
affairs, public policy and business.
The fairs also inform those alumni
who may. have delayed their edu-
cation and are about to apply to ;
graduate schools.
Fashioned after the high school
fairs, the two programs are held in
an informal setting and give stu-
dents and alumni the opportunity
to move about freely, collect liter-
ature and ask questions of the
many representatives. According
to Burt, "The programs offer a
risk-free environment to ask ques-
tions of the many professionals and
the chance to have 35 law schools
in one room."
Representatives from graduate
schools including Cornell, George-
town, Northeastern and Yale will
be on hand to answer questions
concerning admission require-
ments' and procedures, financial
aid, the school application process,
and any other concerns.
Both programs are open to all
Trinity students and are scheduled
from 7 to 9 P .M. in the Rittenberg
Lounge in Mather. The programs
.are free and require no pre-regis-
tration." ,
• . " • . • • • < : • • •
• • • ' • : - " y ~ ' & • •
• : • • " • ' .
10% Discount on al l l iquorandwine with Trinity I.D.
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The 1987-88 Inter Fraternity Council met at St. Anthony's Hall last
week. Pictured above are; top from right, Shannon O'Connor, Mike
Reilly, Etrown; second row, John Simkiss, Wayne Fitzpatrkk, Matt
Bergeron, Joe Yamin; third row, Beck Jelsma, Beth Edelman, T.J.
Turner, John Levin; bottom, Dave McNaughton. Not pictured are Scott




Richard Lawlor, a Democrat
running for his party's nomination
for mayor of Hartford, spoke to
Professor Clyde McKee's students
on campus Friday, September 4.
Lawlor, 40, has served on the
Hartford Board of Education and
as a state legislator.
Three items on Lawlor's plat-
form are higher property taxes,in-
creased housing support, and the
abolition of tax-free status for in-
stitutions such as Trinity College,
Although Hartford has the high-
est property taxes of any city in
the United States, Lawlor said that
as mayor he would push for a hike
in property taxes. According to
Lawlor, the revenue generated
from the increase in property taxes
would.go to help social programs
in Hartford. When asked if the
higher property taxes would drive
away the large corporations, the
candidate replied that the better
quality of life and the increase in
available skilled labor would in-
stead attract ' the larger compa-
nies.
Lawlor said that if elected,, he
would construct single-occupancy
homes and build mainly in areas
that are depressed. He firmly be-
lieves that the reduction of pov-
erty in the city will lead to the
employment of the lower economic
class in Hartford.
He also wishes to further pursue
the goal of desegregation in Hart-
ford public schools. Lawlor calls
the present situation "ajoke."
One of the majo£Jssues of the
campaifrf isEawlo'r's "contriver-,
sial support for the Irish Republi-
can Army. Lawlor's "home turf"
in the city is the South End, which
is predominantly Irish and Italian.
A former president of the Irish-
American Unity Conference, Law-
lor was wearing the symbol of Irish
unity, an Irish Easter lily, on his
jacket lapel.
Lawlor is battling Carry Perry
for the nomination to succeed
Mayor Therman L. Milner. Since
Perry is the endorsed Democratic
candidate in the race, Lawlor will
be fighting an uphill battle for the
nomination. But, Lawlor said,
"there is no substitute for shoe
leather" and he intends to do some .
heavy politicking in the next week.




After a successful first year,
Mather Hall Art Space has become
a place for Studio Arts majors to
exhibit their works. The Art Space,
located on the second floor of
Mather, now has a full gallery staff
to schedule and maintain the exhi-
bitions throughout the Pall and
Spring terms.
This year's curator, Mimi Burns,
fills the position vacated by the Art
Space founder, Professor Eliza-
beth Tracy. "Professor Tracy and
her students scheduled most of the
exhibits for this fall before she
left," said Burns.
While the fall shows will exhibit
student artwork, Mimi hopes to in-
volve the larger Trinity Commu-
nity artists in the future. Plans for
an Alumni exhibit are being dis-
cussed possibly for either Home-
coming weekend or the Reunion
weekend in June. Also scheduled
in December is an art sale where
students can purchase the work of
their peers.
Not only the artwork, but also
much of the work for the exhibits
is done by the students. "I take
care of the administrative work,"
explained Burns. "Then Susan
Brady, '88, hangs the pieces and
labels and prepares the works for
exhibition."
On the first or second day of the
display, the gallery staff holds an
opening reception and encourages
students to come. All events are
free and the exhibits can be seen
at any time.
Mather Art Space joins the Wi-
dener Gallery and Garmany Hall,
as well as the library, in exhibiting
the works of artistic students. .
Woodsy Owl says
for Clean Air Ride a Bike
Giveahoot
Don't pollute.
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TO MAKE ITTODAYYOU NEED A COLLEGE DIPLOMA,
AGOODSUITANDPLENTYOF DRIVE.
If you've received your bachelor's degreefroma4-year college, or an RN or graduatedegree from an accredited
institution between October 1,1986anaSeptember 30, 1987, you can qualify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program.
We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on your new Ford.
Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August 31,1987.
For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536. Or see your local New England Fora Dealer today.
$400 CASH BACK on a new Escort.
$400 CASH BACK on a new Escort EXP.
$400 CASH BACK on a new Tempo.
$400 CASH BACK on a new Mustang.
$400 CASH BACK on a new Taurus.
$400 CASH BACK on a newThunderbird.
$400 CASH BACK on a new Aerostar.
$400 CASH BACK on o new Ranger.
$400 CASH BACK on a new Bronco
FORD
NEW ENGLAH® WHS* DEALERS
SEE YOUR LOCAL NEW ENGLAND FORD DEALER TODAY





As the second week of classes
comes to a close,' I am sure that
most people are breathing a sigh
of relief when they greet acquaint-
ances on the Long Walk just a
'hello" or a . smile. Finally, it
seems, we are all released from
asking the obligatory question:
HOW WAS YOUR SUMMER?"
Freshmen will discover that this
question flows as excessively from
our mouths at the beginning of
each year as beer flows into them.
It also tends to pop up in one form
or another after every school holi-
day (and Trinity has plenty). For
example, "How was your Christ-
mas?", "Howwas your Easter?",
and "How was your Open Pe-
riod?" This must be endured not
once but twice a year.
Don't misunderstand me. Such a
question is a natural one, espe-
cially after a three month span of
time in which anything could have
happened to anyone. The difficulty
s that the question begins to sound
trite after we hear it sixty - seven
times in a twelve hour period. Fur-
thermore, when we run into people
about whose holidays we are ac-
tually interested in, all we can do
s grin sheepishly as we hear our-
selves saying, "No, I really want
to know. How WAS your sum-
if you thinkthat you might
scream if you hear one more story
.boutjet - setting around Europe,
iqinting houses, or lifeguarding on
the Cape, all hope is not lost. A
remedy can be found in the from
of a small paperback book by Gre-
gory Stock, Ph.D entitled The Book
of Questions.
Composed entirely of questions
that inspire a great deal of soul -
searching, this book may reveal
some startling things about even
your closest friends. Try springing
this one on a friend: "If you were
able to live to the age of 90 and
retain either the body or the mind
of a 30 year - old for the last sixty
years of your life, which would you
want?" You may discover a streak
of vanity beneath that intellectual
veneer. Or how about, "Would you
rather be extremely successful
professionally and have a tolerable
yet unexciting private life or have
an extremely happy private life
and only a tolerable and uninspir-
ing professional life?" Such a ques-
tion, is particularly apt for college
students, who can still make a
choice not to have to make a choice
between a satisfying career or pri-
vate life,
I recently asked a friend one of
the more clear - cut questions in
the book, at least as far as I was
concerned: "Would you be willing
to eat a bowl of live crickets for
$40,000?"(I wince just thinking
about it). He paused for a moment,
then nodded his head emphati-
cally. "Hell no!" he said. I smiled,
satisfied that I really did know him,
,but then hecontinued. "I wouldn't
''db: iff'- K&'MdjC'fbr. a::periny;tfflder^
fifty grand."
So you never finished telling me,




. Imagine designing a course that
you will be teaching here at Trin-
ity; compiling a reading list, pre-
paring lectures and exams, and
carefully structuring the course
into a coherentwhole, Now imag-
ine that you won't be able to hear
a word that any of your ents says.
Such was the dilemma for Dick
Mahaffy '89 when he decided to
act on a wish to teach a course that
would educate the hearing world
about deafness;. As the only, pro-
foundly deaf student at Trinity,
Dick is uniquely qualified to ex-.
. plain the problems that a deaf per-
. son encounters. Although a deaf
/person might have difficulty com-
• • ; municating anywhere, the very na-
ture of a college environment is
based upon verbal communication.
, However, as Dick pointed out, a
liberal arts school isanappropri- .
ateplace to try to bridge the gap
between the deaf and hearing
worlds. . . • • • • . -
To this end, Dick asked Greg
• Druckman '88 to teach tlie course
with him. Together they met with
graduate mentor Bill Silva, and the
result of their collaboration is a
course called Understanding Deaf-
ness, offered this semester. Dick
and Greg have . arranged to split
the lectures so that,the students
have the experience of communi-
cating with a deaf person. While
some deaf people use sign lan-
guage to communicate, Dick was'
taught to speak and lip read. How-
. ever, his speech impediment and
most people's tendency to mumble
present complications. As a hear-
ing person, Greg can clarify com-
1 munication problems in class, but
it is both Dick's and Greg's hope
that the material offered in the
course, riot simply Intervention by
a hearing person, can help to elim-
inate these problems.
In addition to lectures and read-
ings, Dick and Greg have iplans to
bring the class to the Clark School
for the Deaf in Northampton, Mas-
sachusetts, . where Dick attended
school since the age of four-and-a-
half. The Clark School subscribes
to a philosophy of oral communi-"
cation, whose proponents believe
that all deaf people can be taught
to speak. A debate has long stood
in. the deaf community between
supporters of oral communication
and. those of sign language. Ac-
cording to Dick, both methods have
value, but he prefers oral commu-
McBride Brings Canada to Trinity
by Jennifer Osborne
Bryant McBride, a senior Politi-
cal Science major, has created a
coursegeared toward conveying
the experience of being a Canadian
citizen to otherwise uninformed
students. Fifteen students are tak-
ing the course here this semester,
"The. Canadian Experience."
McBride's primary goal is to pro-
vide students with the opportunity
to see from the viewpoint of a dif-
ferent culture and political system.
"American students often go
through the educational system
with blinders on," he says, "and
they don't perceive foreign view-
points until it is too late," He holds
a firm belief that every history
course must be taught from the
perspective of foreign countries as
well as that of the United States.
This unique teaching opportunity
will give him the chance to show
students Canada's own particular
system. He intends to explore the
specific differences and similari-
ties between the U.S. and Canada
as only someone who has lived in
both countries can. "This is not an
opportunity that students could get
at most schools," says McBride.
Although he has no future inter-
est in becoming a teacher, Mc-
Bride has developed his own
system for teaching his class. He
places emphasis on two things:
learning and fun. To keep the at-
mosphere of the class light, he pre-
fers discussions to straight
lectures. He also believes in discus-
sion because it forces students to
participate and remain alert.
McBride intends for his students
to improve their public speaking
ability and learn to react well un-
der pressure through taking his
course. At the end of the semester,
each student will be asked to take
on a specific persona and speak
about an issue that he has studied
for in advance. The student will
have ten minutes to prepare, then
must assume the role and speak on
his feet. Since McBride considers
public speaking to bu a valuable
skill, teaching the class is giving
him good experience in that area,
too.
McBride was born in Chicago,
but moved to Canada at the age of
five. He now lives in Sault Ste.
Marie, Ontario and has a dual citi-
zenship in Canada and the U.S.
When he left Canada to go to
school in the States, he felt that he
should communicate his experi-
ences to American students. He
pursued hisjdea with preparation
this summer, which included re-
search and visits to the Canadian
consulates in Boston and San
Francisco. He did much of his re-
search at Berkeley, where he read
books on Canadian history and ge-
ography. After establishing this
background, he submitted his pro-
posal to the Curriculum Commit-
tee through Dean Spencer.
"Professors Valocehi and Neaver-
son were also a great help to me,"
he says. He looks forward to the
rest of the course, which he hopes
will bring Canada to Connecticut.
nication because,that is the lan-
guage of the hearing world.
Learning to speak when one can-
not hear is something incompre-
hensible to the hearing world, for
speech.and hearing faculties are
intimately linked. Dick's choice to
adapt by learning to speak and to
educate the hearing world about
deafness are two steps toward un-
iting deaf and hearing people.
After this semester, perhaps some
members of the hearing world can
meet him halfway.
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Going Back To Camp
by Kasia Daly
Tripod Staff Writer
And so I packed up my car to
begin road - tripping back to Camp.
Packed and repacked. I asked my-
self over and over again, "Should
1 bring this dress? But what if I go
to a formal?" Finally I decided to
bring the bare minimum necessary
to be completely prepared for
every senior year occasion: three
duffel bags of clothes, a stereo, a
bottle of fine liqueur, and six 32-
ounce plastic cups. After all, I
won't need the toboggan for a
Hartford winter, I've gone three
years without the mannequin, and
the hula hoop just doesn't matter.
Two thousand miles arid twelve
days later I am tangled in sticky
situations and traumas that thir-
teen pairs of shoes just won't get
me out of. Welcome back to school.
"Won't you come into my parlor,"
said the spider to the fly. Sucked
dry by financial aid, I expect to be
cast off by the college at the end
of the year, an empty shell of a
human being. Maybe I'll get to be
one of the girls raped before secu-
rity escorts are reinstated.
That's being a little too melod-
ramatic. Actually, the law of av-
erages is on my side because I've
already been robbed since I got
back. The only adverse effect of
being at school so far for me is that
I've worn out the orange shoes by
calling on various deans,
professors, and offices in the
process of shuffling small bits of
paper. If I am lucky enough to
work for an insurance company
after graduation, the paper shuf-
fling and crime victimization con-
stitute the most useful part of my
college education.
To think that I came here for a
four-year Camp vacation. "Take a
few classes? Sure, why not?" I was
actually foolish enough to believe
that until two weeks ago. I guess
I was working too hard at my four
summerjobs to realize I was a ma-
sochist. I'm going to miss that
spring Open Period. That's when I
slept. It's a good thing we're get-
ting rid of those vacations and in-
troducing a core curriculum —
double majors like me will be
forced to go somewhere else.
They'll miss their Little Ivy Vaca-
tion in Hell.
To end with an I'm-a-senior-and-
remember-things-that-you-don't
memory, remember that very
camp eolum writer with a shoe fe-
tish? Yes, Ann Coleman, it is very
difficult to write a column without
mentioning purple high top sneak-
Fresh Perspectives
by Sung-san Hong
With the Boston Globe tucked
under my arm, I wielded my lunch
tray toward an empty table. The
dining hall was as busy as Fanuei!
Hall. This is where I will eat every
meal for the next four years, I
thought to myself. And as I was
contemplating the part yellow,
part brown glop of mashed pota-
toes on my plate, a huge freshman
whom I remembered from orien-
tation sat down across from me.
"Hello," I said. But he didn't hear
me. He just began spooning
mashed potatoes through his
crooked teeth. He's just as afraid
to meet me as I am to meet him, I
said to myself. "So . . . what's your
seminar?" I asked. He peered up
at me for the first time and
grunted, "Violence." His brows
swelled to the size of my shoul-
ders. "That sounds intriguing," I
said.
Then a buxom blonde with salad
on her plate carefully parked her-
self beside me. She looked lost and
lonely. "So . . . what's your semi-
nar?" I inquired. She looked at me
in disbelief, then began poking at
her tomatoes without answering
me. "Do you come here often?" I
said with a laugh. She got up and
headed for another table. "Hey, I
was only joking," I called after her.
I even let out a nervous chuckle to
convince her. But she was gone.
As I watched her disappear into an
amorphous crowd, I knew right
then what I really needed, what I
desperately had to have right then
- a Standing Ovation.
"I gotta go right now," I said to
Big Brow, "but we'll have to get
together real soon." I cleared my
tray and walked out into the rain.
It's been raining for three days
straight. I wanted to ask an upper-
classman if it always rained like
this in Hartford. But I knew the
reply I would get only too well:
"What're you, a freshman?!" I was
wet and I had nowhere to go. I
didn't want to go back to my room.
My roomate was from Booneyville,
U.S.A. and owned a pet chameleon
which bore an uncanny resem-
blance to him. On top of all that,
both of us seemed to be exhibiting
the first signs of claustrophobia, a
phenomenon which I am told is not
uncommon for inhabitants of one
Colin First Female DealTof Faculty
by Sheri Qualters
Twenty years ago, a woman
couldn't even attend Trinity as an
undergraduate. Perhaps the hiring
of Jan Cohn as Dean of Faculty
demonstrates how much opportun-
ities for women have grown in
twenty years. Every time we turn
on "Donahue," we hear people dis-
cussing new career options for
women, but it is easier to believe
them when we see a living exam-
ple. Cohn has an educational back-
ground similar to that of many
Trinity students, for she received
her B.A. from Wellesley and went
on to earn a Ph.D., which might be
an inspiration for those of us who
are still unsure about our post -
Trinity plans.
Dean Cohn has held impressive
teaching and administrative posi-
tions, including Assistant Profes-
sor at the University of Toledo,
Director of Graduate Studies in
English at Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity, and the Chairwoman of the
English Department at George
Mason University. At Trinity,
Dean Cohn will be teaching Eng-
lish courses next semester. Her
areas of expertise are American
Literature, American Studies, and
Popular Culture.
In addition to her teaching ex-
perience, Cohn has published nu-
merous articles and four books, one
of which is due out this Janviary
and will be entitled Romance and
the Erotics of Property: Mass
Market Fiction for Women.
Cohn came to Trinity because
she believes that liberal arts are
the core of an undergraduate edu-
cation. She expressed her concern
that too much importance is placed
upon business and engineering
schools at the expense of smaHlib-
eral arts schools like Trinity.
Though she has only been here a
short time, she said that Trinity
"feels like a community," and she
approves of the changes in the cur-
riculum such as the core require-
ments and interdisciplinary
minors.
So what exactly are Cohn's plans
for Trinity? One is "to oversee im-
plementation of the curricular in-
novations." She also wants to
attract more students interested in
science and math to balance the
student body, which now contains
a high percentage of humanities
majors. As Dean of the Faculty,
Cohn is also responsible for the ac-
ademic budget and for overseeing
each of the faculty departments,
Dean Cohn is accomplished and
articulate, intelligent and person-
able. Her credentials and ap-
proachability indicate that she is
not only the right person to serve
as Dean; she is the right person to
have the distinction of being Trin-
ity's first female Dean of Faculty.
room doubles in Jarvis.
But hey, there's nothing like
being a freshman. Nothing at all.
There's nothing like sitting on
gymnasium bleachers, listening to
lectures on AIDS, poverty, and
world peace. There's nothing like
spending Christinas money on
books you will never read in their
entirety. There's nothing like call-
ing home to ask whether colors are
washed in Hot, Warm, or Cold.
There's nothing like forgetting the
combination to the restroom in
your dorm after sprinting back
from an appointment with your ad-
viser at the other end of campus.
And not in a million incarnations
is there anything like sharing your
room with a chameleon.
"Welcome to Camp Trin-Trin!"
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Fall Season Begins at Austin
by Bob Markee
Arts Editor
Once again we are all privi-
ledged to be here at the start of an
exciting new season of cultural
events care of the Austin Arts
Center. For those incoming Fresh-
men who don't know where or
what such a thing is, I suggest you
find out immediately.
As an introduction I want to re-t
mind everyone of the tremendous
amount of talent and ability which
exists here at Trinity. Nowhere is
this talent exhibited better than in
the arts. Whether in the areas of.
Theatre, Music, Dance, Fine Arts,
or Literature, there is an often un-
. noticed mass of exceptional work
produced each year, f: "' . \:.
... This fall there are a number of
examples of this talent being pre-
pared right now. The Theatre de-
partment's mainstage production
this fall will be Yerma by Federico
Garcia Lorca. Lenora Champagne
will be directing this poetic drama
about Spanish family honor and a
woman's desire for a child. Yerma
will be performed in Goodwin The-
ater on October. 8-11, and includes
in its cast some of the finest actors
and actresses at Trinity.
Later on in this semester Judy
Dworin will be presenting , an
Asian-inspired adaptation of An-
toine Saint-Exupery's The Little
Prince. This will be done in collab-
oration with students in the Asian
Dance/Drama Seminar, so this
performance will be the outcome
of an entire semester of work. It
will be seen in the Seabury studios
on December 3-6.
. k One other work must be noted
lest you think the Theatre depart-
ment will be satisfied with the
above. On December 10-12 at the
Goodwin Theater, Theatre Artist-
in-Residence Mohammad B. Ghaf-
fari will be performing An Eve-
ning with Chekhov. He will be
performing three one act plays by
this master playwright who mixes
comedy and tragedy in one and
who brings out both wanted and
unwanted emotions in an audi-
ence.
On the subject of Theatre, Trin-
ity's Jesters are scheduled to be
presenting some one-act plays on
October 13-14. Although it is not
known which plays Jesters will be
doing, it is certain that they will
live up to their usual standards.
Not to be outdone, the Music de-
partment also has planned a num-
ber of exciting events, although A
Canteen Caberet, a collection of
songs and skits from World War I
and II, has been postponed to
spring semester. The most notable
of these will be this fall's Annual
Musical Theatre Revue. This re-
vue will be presenting excerpts
from Broadway shows including A
Chorus Line, Bye Bye Birdie,
Hair, Purlie, Godspell, and oth-
ers. Gerald Moshell will be direct-
ing this, and it will be
choreographed by Scott Collishaw.
It will be seen November 5-8.
Also care of the Music depart-
ment there will be presented A
German Requiem by Johannes
Brahms. This will be held in the
Chapel and performed by the Con-
necticut College Chorus and Trin-
ity's own Concert Choir, whose
quality work needs no mention
here.
Even sooner than these events
will be a visit to Trinity by the
Howard University Singers who
will be in concert on October 2 in
the Washington Room. They will
be presenting works by Berlioz,
Durufle, Thompson, and Brahms,
and are reputed to be very good.
: Let us not forget that the Cham-
ber Players will, as always, be be-
Poetry Center Plans Fall Events
by Jennifer Ejdmondson
"Expansion" is the key word to
describe this year's Poetry Center,
the year's itinerary including such
extrojdinary poets as Elizabeth
Libby, Mary Jo Salter, and Ste-
phen Dunn. MillLtSilssstci,,Direc-
tor of t h e P o e t r y C e n t e r ,
commented,. "We hope to expand
the activities of the Poetry Center
so that every year we can. bring a
larger and more diverse group of
poets to the campus,"
The poetry season kicks off
• Wednesday, September 16, at 4
PMin the Faculty Club in Hamlin
Hall, with a reading by Elizabeth
Libby. Ms. Libby is a Visiting As-
sistant Professor of English at
Trinity. A reception will follow the
reading.Elizabeth Libby has pub-
lished two books of poetry, The
Crowd Inside (1978) and Songs of
a Returning Soul (1981). She is
currently working.on Dead Reck-
onings, a third book of poetry.
The Faculty Club will also serve
as the setting for a reading by an-
. other woman poet, leading black
poet Dr. Doris Davenport, on
Wednesday, September 30, at 8:15
PM,. A. University of Oklahoma
professor, Dr, Davenport has pub-
lished a number of books of poetry.
Dr.. James Miller of Trinity's own
English Department describes
. Davenport as "a word magician, a
conjure woman, who can hold you
spellbound with, her poetic perfor-
mance."
Poet-in-Residence Stephen Dunn
highlights the 1987-88 poetry sea-
son witha ten daystay on campus
begin with an evening reading by
the Connecticut Student Poets,
who will be touring the state as
finalists in the Connecticut Stu-
dent Poetry Competition. This ex-
citing evening of Connecticut's
best student poetry will take place
on January 27 at 8:15 PM in the
Faculty Club.
will include a variety of workshops:
and two poetry presentations,
scheduled for Wednesday, Novem-
ber 11, in the Life Science Center
Auditorium, and Tuesday, Novem-
ber 17, in the Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center. Both presen-
tations are scheduled for 8:15 PM,
A significant portion of Dunn's
stay will be spent leading work-
shops for student writers selected
from Hartford area high schools.
Currently a creative writing pro-
fessor at Stockton State College
and Columbia University's MFA
Creative Writing Program, Dunn
has been published in such national
publications as The New Yorker,
The Nation, The Atlantic, An-
taeus, Poetry, and The American
Poetry Review. He has published
six volumesof poetry to date and
has been awarded a variety of
prizes and fellowships for his work.
The Spring poetry season will"
^ j r ^ readingswill also, be a
major focus of the Poetry Center
during the 1987-88 poetry season
at Trinity. Ms, • Silvestri hopes to
schedule several student readings
throughout the course of the spring
season in order to encourage stu-
dent poets to step into the public
realm with their work, and to give
such students much needed expo-
sure in the local literary commu-
nity. Student readings will, no
doubt, prove to be one of the most
exciting aspects of the 1987-88 po-
etry season at Trinity.
On the Poetry Center and the
upcoming season, Silvestri com-
mented, "I see the role of the Cen-
. ter as to bring the famous and the
lesser known poets to'Trinity Col-
lege so that students can be ex-
posed to the vast expanse of poetic
• talent that surrounds them. As for
the readings, I would like to con-
tinue to enhance attendance, which
has been growing year by year."
Jesters entreats you to come.
ginning their season of Sunday
afternoon chamber concerts in
Hamlin Hall starting November
22. They have a sensational line-
up of performers this fall, and
should definitely be seen.
One of the most exciting events
coming from the Dance depart-
ment this semester will be the per-
formance of two avant-garde
Japanese choreographers and dan-
cers named Eiko and Koma. In ad-
dition to their performances on
September 25 and 26, they will be
offering a master class in move-
ment on the 26th.
Also Trinity's own choreogra-
phers' Judy Dworin and Partners:
Martynuk/McAdams will be doing
two dance concerts in 2 By 2, The :
first is entitled Quartet with On-
lookers on November 19 and 20,
while the other is Virgin Forest
which will be performed on No-
vember 21 and 22, Both dance con-
certs will be seen in Goodwin
Theater.
From the Fine Arts depart
ments we can look forward to
seeing a number of exhibitions
from Trinity's private collections
including selections from the
George F. McMurray Collection of
19th century American paintings
from October 1-28. Also in the
lobby of Austin Arts Center there
will be an exhibition called "Living
Gods, Hindu Faces" which is a col-
lection of photographs of India by
Christopher Sholes.
In case you haven't figured it ot
yet, there are a large number c 'f
exciting cultural events to loo!"
forward to. All students ar*




Friday, September 18 in
GarmanyHall
2:00 to 5:00 P.M.
All students are asked to prepare a
1-minute monologue. Sign up for
an audition time in the Green
R at Austin Arts Center
All Students
at*' Welcome
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On Saturday evening, Septem-
ber 12, 1987, The Trinity College
Department of Music presented a
program on Chamber Music of the
20th Century and Baroque, per-
formed by Gerald Moshell and var-
ious instrumentalists from the
Hartford and New Haven areas.
The hour-long performance fea-
tured a variety of pieces by Mil-
haud, Bach, Stravinsky, as well as
others, with much of the conduct-
ing done by Gerald Moshell.
Perhaps the most delightful se-
lection of the evening was the Suite
for Violin, Clarinet and Piano
(1936) composed by Darius Mil-
haud and performed by Jean Tai
(violin). Curt Blood (clarinet) and
Gerald Moshell (piano). In my opin-
ion, this piece was expertly per-
formed, creating a perfect balance
and blend of all three instruments.
This was especially apparent in the
section entitled "Divertissement".
In this part of the piece, the lis-
tener was hardly aware as each
instrument entered and left the
flow of the music and was woven
into the other instrumental parts.
Equally enjoyable was the Octet
for Wind Instruments composed by
Igor Stravinsky in 1923. Having
various themes throughout, it
evoked many images, and created
a feeling of constant forward mo-
tion and change. All the artists
should be commended on their
professional performance and en-
thusiastic delivery.
Also performed was the more
classical Trio Sonata for Flute, Vi-
olin and Continuo from The Musi-
cal Offering (1747). composed by
J.S. Bach, the very regal sounding
Carillon for four Brass instru-
ments by Louis Couperin, Sonata
Iby Storl. CantonSet.timendeeinta
by Guami and Canxon Quanta by
Gabrieli.
Saturday evening's performance
was entertaining and interesting
due to its great variety in period
and style of composition. Despite
a few problems with entrances and
endings in a few of the night's of-
ferings, the concert was very well
recieved. Gerald Moshell and the
many talented instrumentalists
who gave their time should be
commended for a professional and
enjoyable performance. Professional clarinetist Curt Blood playing in "Suite for Violin,
Clarinet and Piano" in Saturday's concert.
Student Art Exhibition
in New Mather Art Space
by Joe Ragaglia
Photo by someone who won't admit it.
Erstwhile Arts Editor, Tory Clawson, in a moment of repose, contemplating Hindu philosophy
After a successful first year,
Mather Hall Art Space has become
a place for Studio Arts majors to
exhibit their works. The Art Space,
located on the second floor of
Mather, now has a full gallery staff
to schedule and maintain the exhi-
bitions throughout the Fad and
Spring terms.
This year's curator, Mimi Burns,
fills the position vacated by the Art
Space founder, Professor Eliza-
beth Tracy. "Professor Tracy and
her students scheduled most of the
exhibits for this fall before she
left," said Burns.
While the fall shows will exhibit
student artwork, Mimi hopes to in-
volve the larger Trinity Commu-
nity artists in the future. Plans for
an Alumni exhibit are tentatively
being discussed for either Home-
coming weekend or the Reunion
weekend in June. Also scheduled
in December is an art sale where
students can purchase the work of
their peers.
Not only the artwork, but also
much of the preparations for the
exhibits is done by the students. "I
take care of the administrative
work," explained Burns. "Then
Susan Brady, '88, whose work is
being displayed, hangs the pieces
and labels and prepares the works
for exhibition."
On the first or second day of each
display, the gallery staff will hold
an opening reception to which stu-
dents are encouraged to come. All
events are free and the exhibits
can be seen at any time.
Mather Art Space joins the ranks
of the Widener Gallery, Garmany
Hall, and the library in exhibiting
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Foreign Study List
Naae. Hose Address
Banksi Stephen J 88
6 Bel-Aire Drive
Plairwille. CT 06062
Beizer. Matthew B 8?
100 Paper Chase Trail
Avon. CT 06001
Bennett. Kristin A 89
9 Roanoke : /
«elleslea» HA 02181
Boelhouwen Pieter J 8?
359 Pine Lane V .
Wethersfield. CT 06109
Bridges. Hark A 89 . . l
Lyford Cay Box N-777& Nassau
Buxbaua. Hara B 89
33 East 70th Street
New York. NY 10021












Clauson. Victoria R 89
50 Pickle Brook Road
Bernsrdsville. NJ 07924
Coffesi Justine K 89
3 Canterbury Lane
St Davids. PA 190B7
Cote* Nancy J 89
' 71 Frances Ann Drive
Oakville. CT 06779 •
Crosiwelb RidSels H 89
6709 Georgia Street
Chevy Chase- HO20815
Cudlipp. Nancy 89 :
645 East 14th St Apt 9C
New York. NY 10009 •
Cuinindst Robert J 89 '.'
51 Mary Street ... ...
Hawthorn Victoria 3122000
Curies. Susan L 69
58 Hillcrest Ave.
tfethersfield. CT 06109
DeLuca. Lauren N 89
6 Rocky Point Road
Rowaston. CT 06853
Dillon. [Catherine D .
937 Phelps Road ,.;:






































Fife Kyl6 9AJ» SCOTLAND
c/o Visitor's Hail
The U.S. Eabassy
K NEPAL. • ' '
University Coll,. London
London. England
(not 3 sailing address)
Univ.of Virginia/Valencia




tc/o Shield House , .
26. E&rton Gardens • •
London S«2 3BP. ENGLAND
UEA/SOC . •' '
CEcon. I Soc. Studies
University Plain. Norwich





University of Durhaa •
Old Shire Hall
Durhat DH1 3HP,ENGLAND
• lAU/Avianon .' ' '.
'Chapelle St. Antoine
5. rue Fiauerre '-.-''
Avianon. FRANCE '
Beaver CCEA/Lancaster
L a n c a s t e r . E n g l a n d ••• •.





DUCIDS? Rebecca T 9 0
13 Emerson Stree.Apt.3
Portland. HE 04101
Duff) Elizabeth G 89
63 Hidwood Road Deer Park
Greenwich. CT 06830
Dunham Charlotte A 89
206 Washington Lane
Ft Washington. PA 19034
Enery. John A 89
PO Box 160 40 Uindrush Lane
Osterville. HA 02655
Farans. Claudia C 89
76 South COBPO Road
Westport. CT 06880
Fersuson. Helissa J 8
14 Cherry Tree Place
Harrisbursfi IL 62946
Fiske. Any B 89
1 SunsetFaraRoad .
West Hartford. CT06107
Freytasf. Gavin K 89
7955 Riverside Drive
Dublin. OH 43017












Hansieni Susan I 89
22 Far* Street
Hedfield. HA 02052
Hoftann. Resian S 89
359 Hoosanonsa Road Stas Hill
Penninaton. NJ 08534
Holt. Rebecca L 89
65 Pine Street
Ellsworth. HE 04605
Johnson. Nicole S 89
6306 Huirlands Drive
La Jolla. CA 92037
Beaver CCEA/Cslwaa
Galway. Ireland '
(not 3 sailing address)
Univ. of Toronto
Toronto. CANADA






























London SH2 3BP. ENGLAND






















(not a sailing address)
KESGL





(not a asiling address)
Columbia in Paris
Reid Hall
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N3»e> hose Aadre» FfpSr3a> Its HQoress
Krause. Andr^e 3*
185 Green's Fares Road
Westport, CT 06880
Lane. Hark U 89
43 Otis Street
Newton. HA 02160
Lewis, Cynthia M 89
30 SulSrave Road
West Hartford. CT 06107





New London, CT 06320
Lynch? Tara C 89
33 Pleasant Street
Canton. HA 02021
Hallaney, John B 88





HcEttrick. Mara M 89
732 Litchfield
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
HcKee, Elizabeth H 89
67 Turtle Back Road
New Canaan, CT 06840
Hellor, CraiS R 89
21 Prospect Street












Hichelizza. Maria Teresa 89 Fall
419 Griffin Road
South Windsor. CT 06074
Honti, Michelle L 89 Year
4 Colonial Lane
Canton, HA 02021
Nyhsn. Paul L 89 Fall
178 Hancock Street
Casbridiie, HA 02138
O'Gara. Julianne 88 Fall
514 E Lancaster Ave AptC8
Wannewood, PA 19096
:. iu i,, ; 3 r i s





















(not a sailing address)
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Panos> Tis S 89
17107 13th M
Seattle, MA 98177
Peters, Pike H 89
P. 0. Box 163
Tesuoue, HH 87574
Piacente, Adas J 88
861 Broadview
Highland Park. IL 60035
Pierce. Janice M 89
15 Ard«ore Court
North Andover. MA 01845
Pitts, Anurew J 88
6 Ruddock Road
Sudbury, MA 01776
Polci. Kristin L 88
1179 Christian Road
Hiddlebury, CT 06762
Port, David A 89
20 Chester Street
Brookfield, CT 06804
Ravera. David A 89
1006 Timber Lane
BridSewster, NJ 08807
Reavey, Catherine A 89
25 Winkler Road
Sayrevillc, NJ 08872
Rochlin? Adas T B9
2200 North Central Road
Fort Leej NJ 07024
Rouet Brim V 89
8025 Peregrine Lane
Cincinnati, OH 45243
Banker, Daniel A 88
136 Bindhsa Avenue
Ru»son, NJ 07760
Scollam Kevin F 89
630 Hills Street
East Hartford, CT 06118
Silver. Edith U 89
890 Pebble Hill Road
Doylestown. PA 18901
Sinaletom Trevor H 89
R R 2 Box 581
Brooklyn, CT 06234
reriod Program* Its Address
Year London School of Eton.
London, England
(not a sailing address)
Fall PRESHCO/Cordoba
Univers. de Cordoba






















Year London School of Econ.
London, Enaland
<not a asilinS address)








Fail Tafts in Hadrid
Madrid, Spain
(not a nailing address)
Fall t'/o Off. Intrntl.Studies
Kitskatahako-cho 16.-1












ENGLAND .. . • ..
Osrodniki St3cey A 89
11 Bates Road
Manchester. CT 06040
Ousley, Sherri R 89
1637 Minerva





(not a sailing address)
Univ. of Bristol
Bristol. England
(not a mailing address)
Starensien David L 89
207 Holt Road
Andover? HA 01810







Fall Beaver CCEA/London Poly
c/o Shield House
26, Esierton Gardens
London SW2 3BP» ENGLAND
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Na»e» Hoae Address
StetsonJ Hilary G 89
P. 0. BoxP
St Hichaels* MD 21663
Suh) Eugene U 89
9 Knollwood Road
Glen Head. NY 11545
Suwterford* John C S9
2307 Oak Forest Court
Arlington* TX 76012
Thonssi Laura H 89
R.R.2Box81







Program* I ts Address
Sen. for Field Studies
Kenaa
(not s sailin* address)
Yonsei University/Seoul
Seoul» Korea
(not a nailing address)
IES/Milan
Milan* Italy





>tl lH\/ 1 IQt
2 i u u y i—ioi
Nase* H O M Address
Trocki* Lisa Ann H 88
Box 421 Hain Street South
Southbury* CT 06488
TrosUe> Patrick John 89
600 Crains Gap Road
Carlisle* PA 17013
Uarstesr Landa A 88
2 TR-516 Villa Fontans
Carolina* PR 00630
Vinick* Jeffrey E 89
72 Bradlee Avenue
Swa*pscott» HA 01907
















(not 3 Biailina address)
IES/Hadrid
Avenida de Seneca





London NH3 7ST* ENGLAND
Maurice Hall
98-11/) H i * Rd,S.W<Mdford
London E18 2QJ. ENGLAND
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
. . ! ( " ' • ' • • " •
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18th
Everyone should consider running!






































The Computer Center is seeking
Freshman and/or Sophomore for
summer positions. Interested stu-
dents may contact Dale Shoe-
maker, ext. 595 or in 107 Hallden
Engineering from 8:00 AM to 3:00
AM.
The Director of Athletics, Rich-
ard Hazelton, wishes to announce
a summer job opening as secre-
tary for the National Youth Sports
Program. General office skills are
needed and the job will run from
June through July. Pay-approxi-
mately $1,000 for 2 months. For
further information, see Hazelton
in Ferris Athletic Center.
The following Trinity College de-
partments have job openings for
the summer: Academic Computing
Support, Administrative Data Sys-
tems, Alumni Office, Audio Visual,
Biology, Buildings and Grounds,
Calendar Office, Child Care Cen-
ter, Dean of Students, Financial
Aid Office, Graduate Studies,
Hallden Technical Support Ser-
vices, Library, Physical Educa-
tion, Post Office, and the
President's Office. Most jobs pay
$4.50-$5.00 per hour. Contact the
departments listed for more spe-
cific information.
The National Federation of the
Blind of Connecticut Inc. an-
nounces its 1987 Howard E. May
Honorary Scholarship and Jona-
thon May Memorial Scholarship
competition. Both scholarships
worth $1000.00 apiece will be
awarded to an individual pursuing
or planning to pursue a full-time
college education. Federation
scholarships are awarded on the
basis of academic excellence, ser-
vice to the community and finan-
cial need. All applicants must be
legally blind and from Connecticut
or studying in Connecticut, al-
though membership in the Na-
tional Federation of the Blind is
not necessary. Applications for
National Federation of the Blind
of CT scholarships must be submit-
ted by August 15, 1987. Address
any questions to: Ronald Connelly,
Scholarship Chairperson, NFB of
CT, 600 Asylum Avenue, Apt. 727,
Hartford, CT., 06105.
NOW, the National Organization
for Women, is sponsoring an essay
contest to coincide with the bicen-
tennial of the U.S. Constitution.
The contest is open to all high
school and college students with
the prize being the awarding of
several scholarships. The topic to
be discussed is: Do We Need an
Equal Rights for Women
Amendment to the U.S. Consti-
tution?. The deadline for entry is
September 30. Further informa-
tion and entry forms can be ob-
tained through writing the Now
Foundation Essay Contest, 1401
New York Ave., N.W., Suite 800,
Washington, D.C. 20005.
A reminder that Reading Days
have been established to enable
students to finish papers, catch up
on required reading, and study in-
tensively for final examinations.
Use by students of College facili-
ties during this period is as fol-
lows: during Reading Days and
finals students may reserve usual
facilities but curfews will be moved
up by one hour to midnight Sunday
through Thursday and 1:00 A.M.
on Friday and Saturday nights.
Attendence in each facility will be
limited to 100 people in order to
avoid large noisy parties. It is im-
portant to note that Reading Days
rules apply also to the final exam
period., May 14 - 20.
The News Bureau in the public
relations office is seeking- two stu-
dent assistants to work during the
summer. Job responsibilities in-
clude routine correspondence, the
writing and production of news re-
leases, involvement in thh editorial
production of the Student Hand-
book, filing-, and mailing. Required
skills are the ability to type and to
think and work independently. A
knowledge of word processing is
preferred. Please contact Roberta
Jenekes or Liz Natale at 527 -
3151,ext.217.
Eight tutors in math, science,
and English skills are needed for
the month of July (July6 - 30) for
the Connecticut Pre-Engineering
Program at Trinity. Students will
be seventh through ninth graders
from Hartford schools. Compen-
sation will be $1000 for the four
weeks. For further information,
contact Naomi Amos, Faculty
Grants Office, at extension 888, as
soon as possible.
The Connecticut Writer maga-
zine is now accepting original man-
uscripts for its Sixth Annual
Writing Awards, Writers may en-
ter unpublished works in the cate-
gories of poetry and fiction before
the deadline of August 31, 1987.
In addition to beilng published in
the magazine, first and second
place winners receive cash prizes
of $100 and $75 respectively. Man-
uscripts must be accompanied by
an official entry form. Persons in-
terested in obtaining more infor-
mation should send a self-
addressed, stamped envelope to:
THE CONNECTICUT WRITER,
Sixth Annual Writings Awards,
P.O. Box 10536, West Hartford CT
06110.
On Saturday, Sept. 19 the Sixth
Connection Women's Congress
will present a conference entitled
"The Role of Women in the World
of Power and Politics." Location is
the American School for the Deaf
in West Hartford from 8:30 am to
5:30 pm.
The Annual Harvest Festival at
Haight Vineyard will be held Sep-
tember 19th and 20th from 11:00
am to 5:00 pm. This year the fea-
tures will include grape crushing
demonstrations, continuous wi-
nery tours, and an old fashioned
grape stomping contest. Admis-
sion $2,50 Call 1-800-325-5567.
Wednesday:
The French Table will be held in
the cafeteria every Wednesday
from 5:30 PM on. All students
wishing to practice their French
are welcome to attend. Also, the
French soiree will be held every
Thursday from 10:00 PM on in
Doonesbury B4. Refreshments and
typical French food will be served.
No proper attire required. If you
need help or have questions about
the French language, come to Syl-
vie every Thursday from 5:00 PM
to 8:00 PM in the Cave.
The 18th Annual Plumb Memo-
rial Carillon Concerts will be out-
doors on the Trinity College
Quadrangle from 7:00 PM to 8:00
PM on Wednesday evenings from
June 17 through August 19, fol-
lowing the Trinity Summer Series
concerts which will be held at 6:00
PM in the Trinity College Chapel.
The public is invited to attend, free
of charge, and to bring blankets,
lawn chairs, and picnic suppers.
The 1987 series was organized by
Trinity College Carillonneur Dan-
iel K. Kehoe, a 1978 Trinity grad-
uate. A special Fourth of July
carillon concert will be given by
Kehoe on Saturday, July 4 from
8:00 PM to 9:00 PM free of charge.
On Wednesday, Sept. 16 a lec-
ture titled "Historical Perspec-
tives on the Computer Revolution"
will be given by Frank Rose, au-
thor of "In the Heart of the Mind
- A History of Artificial Intelli-
gence." Austin Arts Center.
Thursday:
On Thursday, Sept. 17 an exhi-
bition entitled' "Connecticut Fine
Art and Furniture" will be orga-
nized by Liverant and Son and the
Connecticut Gallery. It can be seen
at the Old State "House through
Oct. 6.
To help enjoy Japan Week in
Hartford the Old State House will
be hosting exhibits of kimonos, or-
igami, and Bonsai in the Secretary
of State's Office and the House
Chamber, second floor on Sept. 17.
Personals:
Compulsive gambler looking to
join or form weekly poker game.
Call Mark 246-3405.
On Tuesday the 15th, (tonight),
Trinity's ConnPIRG will have a
general interest meeting at 7:00
P.M. Seabury 15. We hope to en-
courage more students to become
involved in the continuance of the
environmental and hunger issues
that ConnPIRG worked on last
year as well as our new campaigns








"I want my MTV!"
MTV announces the outrageous off-the-wall contestant search.
Do you know what high school the Brady Bunch attended?
How about what band did David Lee Roth play in before Van Halen?
If you think your knowledge of TV and music trivia is up to par —
be sure to try out on SEPTEMBER 15th in the Washington Room at
4:30 p.m.
For more information, call 246-1011
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World Outlook
A Political Summer
by Matthew G. Miller
World Outlook Editor
In my inaugural column of the
year, I believe it would be appro-
priate, to review the political oc-
currances of the past few months.
The focus of the summer was of
course the Iran-Contra hearings,
starring Oliver North, George
Shultz, Daniel Inouye, and a cast
of thousands. The key to the whole
affair, though, never got a chance
to testify, and that was William
Casey, If the ex-CIA chief were
still alive, I believe the full story
of the alleged misdoings would
have been aired. Unfortunately, his
death deprived us of that possibil-
ity, and we were left with the sight
of John Poindexter and Robert
MacFarlane.
Of the participants, though,
there were three stars, the afore-
mentioned: Shultz, Inouye, and
North. Oliver. North handled him-
self with great aplomb during the
entire set of hearings, and his an-
swers bordered on the brilliant.
While some people may question
his idea of a democracy, the basic
ideas were correct, despite what
the members of the committee
stated.
The second star of the hearings
was George Shultz who answered
his interrogators with candor and
wit and did not allow the more ad-
~* • Venturbiis committee members any
"leeway in- their interpretations of
. his answers. His descriptions of the
inner workings of the White House
were refreshing, as were his reve-
lations thatPresident Reagan was
indeed in charge of the situation.
The third "star" of the hearings
was Daniel Inouye, who trium-
phantly succeeded in making an
absolute fool out of himself, with
comments that bordered on the
both (libelous and ludicrous. His
comparison of the proceedings to
the trials at Nuremburg has to go
down as one of the most ridiculous
political statements of all time.
It makes me feel like a real
American to know that we have a
full-fledged Communist teaching in
the English Department.
I'm extremely happy that the
jury in the Bernhard Goetz trial
simply concentrated on the facts
of the case and ignored the racial
overtones of the matter. A guilty
verdict would have been more, of a
crime than his conviction on illegal
gun possession. How therecan be
criticism of an extensively delib-
erated verdict delivered by an
ethnically mixed jury is beyond me.
According to the Miami Heraldit
is now permissible to.shoot a mug-
ger in New York, but you had bet-
ter carry two guns, because one
will assuredly be stolen from you.
The Harmonic Convergence
gave me a new spiritual mean-
ing... yeah, right.
It must have thrilled the Demo-
cratic leadership to witness Gary
Hart's embarrassing performance
last week on Nightline. But he still
claims that he will have an influ-
ence on the Presidential race. By
now, I don't thnk anyone really
cares. The Republicans sure don't.
Then again, they're not particu-
larly scared of the other members
of the hodge-podge race for the
Democratic nomination for 'the
Presidency, One could put Albert
Gore, Dick Gephardt, and Bruce
Babbitt on the podium of the old
To Tell The Truth game show, and
when the real candidate was asked
' to stand up they would look blankly
at each other. Governor Dukakis
has been impressive thus far, but
his "creative" use of facts and fig-
ures will undoubtedly catch up to
him. Jesse Jackson's candidacy is
already in dire financial straits,
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and his appeal within even the
Democratic party seems limited.
Of course we could go straight to
Eastern Europe and vote for Paul
Simon (didn't he write an album
called Graceland?).
It seems as if the U.S. escorts of
re-flagged Kuwaiti tankers are
running smoothly after a some-
what shaky start. Iran and Iraq
seemto be attackingeverything in
sight except the escorted ships.
While the U.S. is being criticized
for being in the region, no one
seems to bother the Russians, who
are supplying Iraq with weapons,
and who just completed a deal with
the Iranians to reopen a major
pipeline into the southern U.S.S.R.
And please, let us not forget about
Afghanistan.
It was nice to see Mrs. Daniel
Ortega in the U.S. again. It is a
testament to our political system
that we allow leaders of hostile na-
tions into our country to fundraise
for their causes, although I wish
more people would protest against
the Russian backed state than for
it. I believe our priorities could use
some re-alignment. .
I was glad to see Corazon Aquino
survive the coup attempt in the
Phillipines, but I certainly hope her
naivite is a thing of the past, Her
treatment of the Communist reb-
els was utterly ridiculous, and she
has to put a reign on her(?) armed
forces. If she doesn't, she could
find Ferdinand Marcos back in
power, and herself exiled, not un-
like her late husband was.
We cannot losx> South Korea. If
we do, we are begging to lose any
semblance of influence in South-
east Asia. Something has to be
done by the Korean government to
control the strikes that are occur-
ring at the present time. They han-
dled the student riots fairly well,
but these labor disputes have to be
settled. It has been conceded by a
personal source close to the situa-
tion in Korea that some social jus-
tices have to be granted, but any
radical changes might very well be
harmful to the situation. Hopefully
the upcoming Olympics will settle
some of the strife, if they don't,
we might find ourselves with a
united Korea.
And I hope your summer was
calm and relaxing as well.
Summertime Confessions Of A Wandering Innocent
by Aaron Sobel '•
World Outlook Staff Editor.
. Ed. Note; In the following arti-
cle, none of the names have been
changed because I was just too lazy
to think up new ones.
Hello Trinity and my other faith-.
ful readers! It's good to be back in
. school, huh? C'mon somebody say .
yes! Anyhow, remember if you will
(or even if you won't) the first
homework assignment you were
given in grade school. Yes, of B
course, it was an essay oh how you
spent your summer vacation. Well,
guess what (and try tocontain your
, excitement when you do. so) I'm
• • going to tell you how I spent mine.
'.-.• ;. There I was after exams in May
all stressed out with nowhere to.
go. Then it hit me...I'd be a rebel
looking for a cause, travelling far
and wide, seekingout adventure,
• '• boldly staying away from where no
. man has gone before. ;; :
• ,' I started but, of course,; from .
.: beautiful Hartford andflew to our :
nation's capital— Washington
D.C. via Delta Airlines. Of course, :
in advance; I cleverly booked m y-
:Vself;Von;;a; Delta flight: to Des
y.Mbines,Iowa towingi fullwell
•'• that the flightwould" mistakenly
.endup in Washington. s .
I finally arrived in Washington.
by parachute because both engines
had fallen off the Delta plane and
the pilot advised us that parachut-
ing was the best way to arrive
safely at our destination. I ended
up landing by the Capitol, so I de-
cided to drop in on the Iran-contra
hearings and see how they were
. going. As I walked in, I heard the
following question from John
Saxon, associate counsel to the
Senate Iran-contra committee: "So
I take it from what your testimony
is there never came a time when
Paul was sending Aran and the
Bookkeeper to the Swimming Pool
to get a price so that Orange could
sendsome Dogs through Banana
to Apple for some Zebras. Is that
correct?" Well, I thought I had
. mistakenly walked in on the Gen-
eral Foods/Maxwell House Con-
spiracy hearings. . However, I
spotted a confidentman at the ta-
ble in front of me fielding the ques-
tion . This man obviously
commanded a great deal of respect
. from the American people and was
aborn leader. Of course, I'm talk-
ing about Ron Rea.,.01iver North.
When the joint committee's re-
port on the hearings comes out, it
may very well be found that Oliver
North was the least guilty person
in the affair; After all, he only fol-
lowed orders. Somebody still had
to give them. That person, Ronald
Reagan, has ironically spent a lot
of time trying to refute accusa-
tions bythe press that directly link
him to the presidency. Seriously,
Reagan most likely knew what was
going on, but the biggest mistake
he made was to allow his top aides
to abuse their positions to the point
that he was quite powerless to stop
them.
After a while the hearings began
to bore me, so I decided to take a
quick tour of Washington. I ended
up at the Supreme Court where I
joined a tour group being led by
Justice probably-to-be Robert
Bork. I came out about 20 minutes
later with the feeling that I hadn't
seen everything. It seems that the
tour took us only through the right
side of the building... On the way
out, I bumped into.OUie North who
. was leaving the Iran-contra hear-
ings and made some small talk with
him. I mentioned that I had given
. generously to the U.S. war effort
in Grenada and asked if he might
know of a part-time job for me. He
told me, excitedly, that he did have
a job for me installing anti-missle
defense systems at some of his
friends' homes in Virginia. I took
the job but asked him how his
friends could afford to pay for the
missile systems. His reply was that
I shouldn't worry because they all
had plenty of traveler's checks. Oh
well, I guess anti-missile systems
have replaced pink flamingos as
the . latest rage in Washington.
Later that week due to the hear-
ings, etc., I sensed that the mocxi
at the Capitol was rapidly descend-
ing, much like a biker going down-
hill with faulty brakes, so I left for
my next stop — Central America.
Gosh, I'll never forget the beau-
tiful memory of sitting in a bullet-
proof roadside cafe in Managua,
Nicaragua sipping a cool drink and
listening to a great reprise of an
old Ritchie Valens tune by Los
Ronos, "La Contra." Enough said?
It was then time for me to head
east to the sparkling, mine-in-
fested waters of the Persian Gulf.
I booked myself on a weekend
cruise through the Gulf on a boat
that was only slightly more
cramped than the Love Boat. It
even had a regal name — U.S.S,
Stark. They had many activities
planned for me during the cruise
which included minesweeping golf.
In this activity, I hit golf balls off
the deck of the ship and tried to
hit the mines around the ship. This
not only gave me a chance to work
on improving my golf swing but
also enabled me to perform a val-
uable service for the free world.
Iran is a country that never
ceases to amaze me. They're al-
ready, locked in a battle with Iraq
that they cannot win and now they
want to spread themselves wvn
thinner by fighting the U.S. Navv
escorts and the r c f l a ^ d tankr-rs
in the Persian Gulf. Now, Iran says
she's doing this because <if tht-
threat the U.S. post-* to rht re
gion. Ironically, it was Fran's piv
vious actions in the Gulf that
brought the U.S. there in the first
place. Iran is simply .shooting her-
self in the foot by trying to fight
two battles at once.
I made it through the Persian
Gulf cruise uninjured save for one
minor run-in with a mine that left
my stateroom underwater. So, at
this point I decided to head back
to the States because I had made
the U.S. ultimate frisbee team and
was scheduled to compete in the
Pan-American Games. However,
before I had a chance to compete I
was disqualified pending the re-
sults of a drug test that showed I
had chewed Juicy Fruit gum two
weeks prior to the Gairu*.s. Has
drug testing gotten out of hand or
what? Don't answer that. It
doesn't matter anyhow because a
week later, my ultimate frisfaee ca-
reer was ended for good by a tragic
(read embarrassing) neck injury. I
returned to Hartford exhausted by
my travels.
You're probably wondering why
I didn't go to more areas ttr men-
tion more events that wairrel
during the summer. Weil, that's
because I'd be here fwevw if I did.
I will u>H you that this* funirmT did
promise <«« <thing; I'll kaw a hell
ofa/â wnfe1™ f 7 «
things <eoR»tsiie' »•• • tt«t*,y have Fw
now, thnugh, I'm K'"if»t I" Hfart
mpriiiatintf OIK! pnfan* for ih«*
next Harflwssf ( ' " i iwr ^ 'W in
mi'J. AD.
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Quote of the Week
"I'm not a hawk, I'm a dove — a heavily armed dove."
— Jack Kemp




Over the past few months we
have seen the unraveling of Amer-
ican foreign policy and the meth-
ods which are used to create and
implement it. The Iran-Contra af-
fair revealed an administration
that was careless in its planning
and ineffective in its execution.
Not only did the hearings bring to
light the technical problems in-
volved in the policy process; it
demonstrated the retarded state of
ideology fomenting that policy.
The motivation behind the ideol-
ogy is a question of primary impor-
tance at this time. The Reagan
administration must answer this
question and move forward or be
faced with the continued decline of
U.S. prestige and power in the
world.
These faltering policies are char-
acterized by two beliefs: 1. Anyone
who goes against the policy set
within the administration is sub-
ject to intense scrutiny. 2. The fear
that where the U.S. does not exert
its influence, the Russians will fill
the gap. Both of these beliefs
hearten back to the paranoid con-
tainment policies of the 1950's and
1%0's. It is as though the "domino
theory" still rules the halls of the
White House. The initial belief was
clearly demonstrated when forme'r
National Security Advisor Robert
MacFarlane stated during the
Iran-Contra hearings that he did
not object to the policy because he
thought he would be viewed as un-
faithful, or even worse, a commu-
nist. This statement was a signal
that both the members and the pol-
icies of the administration had bet-
ter be analyzed.
The latter belief is being dem-
onstrated by Persian Gulf actions.
This policy, motivated partly by
our hatred of Iran and a desire to
maintain a "presence" is a childish
and ill-informed one. If the U.S. is
going to have forces in the Gulf,
the reason should be to protect our
shipping and that of our allies. The
administration appears to be using
the reflagging as a smokescreen to
maintain our naval ships in the
gulf. This policy still regards the
Soviet Union as a constant threat,
an idea that hinders our decision
making options.
Will the future see the U.S. fol-
low its previous ineffective road,
or turn towards a stable and coh-
esive ideology? Policymakers must
be more enlightened than they
have been in the past. Persian Gulf
policy is in desperate need of direc-
tion, with an attack by Iran needed
to revive it. However bleak the
scene may seem, there is still much
to praise the administration for,
especially its attitude towards the
new Central American peace initi-
ative and towards arms control.
The End of North's Heroism
by Ronald J. Silverman
After watching the recent Iran-
Contra hearings, I find myself sur-
prised by the outpouring of public
support directed towards Lt. Colo-
nel Oliver North. Representative
of this support is the flood of tele-
grams the Colonel has personally
received and the amount of pro-
North communication received by
Congressional offices such as that
of Congresswoman Barbara B.
Kennelly (D-CT), which received
pro-North mail during the first
week of his testimony that was nu-
merically nineteen times greater
than that of the opposition.
One can quickly identify several
reasons why Col. North had re-
ceived so much sympathetic public
sentiment. He is telegenic, and as
a result of his forthright and belea-
guered appearance has attracted
much support. Many people also
identify with the picture of North
trying to carry out patriotic and
idealistic goals despite the re-
straints of a hindering bureauc-
racy. They feel that even though
North and his compatriots may
have brushed against the under-
side of a few rules and regulations,
the harm that may have been
caused by those violations is far
outweighed by the duties North
was attempting to complete in the
interest of the United States.
However, there is a more subtle
and important reason that the pub-
lic has not understood fully. This
is that the Congressional" Iran-
Contra committee has not pursued
its investigation with the purpose
of exposing the specific improprie-
ties conducted by NSC personnel,
but rather, has followed an objec-
tive of determining how much the
President knew of the details of
the operation. As a result of focus-
ing on this priority, the violations
committed by North and Co. have
taken on a somewhat nebulous
haze, causing those offenses to lose
their significance in the public eye.
Yet in reality, the wrongdoings
perpetrated by North and associ-
ates consist not of mere regulatory
infractions, but violations of both
broad Constitutional directives of
the deepest import, and specific
laws of the United States of equal
substance. In regard to those vio-
lations, one may conclude, with al-
most universal concordance that
the arms for hostages deal was bad
policy. But even more deleterious
than bad policy to a democratic
system is the perpetration of bad
"process"; that is, the "means" to
an end, as carried out by Col.
North.
North and his associates con-
spired once to circumvent U.S. law
prohibiting government agencies
or entities from sending aid to the
Contras, and conspried again to
cover up their efforts. Not only
were those activities unethical and
improper, but they may well prove
to have been illegal. Though North
and the NSC, the CIA, and private
associates entertained private and
foreign sources to gather funds for
the contras, government staff,
time, and resources were used to
conduct the funding search. This
may prove to be inviolation of the
Bork Hearings Set to Begin
by BUI Sullivan
The Senate Confirmation Hear-
ings for Supreme Court nominee
Robert H. Bork begin this week,
but political posturing will cer-
tainly overshadow any idealistic
notions of justice.
Sen. Robert Dole (R-KS) should
be one of Bork's strongest advo-
cates, but by staying independent
(not one of his strengths), he could
greatly increase his chances for the
Presidency. That would leave Sen.
Orrin Hatch (R-UT) to stake out
more ideological ground.
Sen. Joe Biden (D-DE) will lead
the fight against Bork's confirma-
tion, just as he tried to prevent
William Rehnquist's elevation to
Chief Justice last year. Biden has
been doing his best imitation of
Jack Kennedy for a while now, and
he hopes that image can vault him
into the White House in 1988. He
also knows that the hearings could
igive him the television audience
and the name recognition that he
needs to make a move.
Biden's ambition, however, could
end up hurting him. He has de-
layed the hearings for months so
he could reserve center stage for
himself, instead of being shuffled
off to the side while the Iran-Con-
tra investigation grabbed all the
headlines. All the while, he was
giving it the big song and dance;
the Committee needed time to pre-
pare to give Bork a "fair hearing."
Meanwhile, a man was put to death
in the Louisiana electric chair while
the Supreme Court sat deadlocked
on the issue, 4-4. The case was
alive, but a majority vote was re-
quired to stay the execution. Biden
has also flip-flopped more than a
fish washed up on the beach. He
initially opposed Bork, but almost
immediately reverted to neutral-
ity. A few weeks later, at the
pleading of special interest groups,
he promised to fight the nomina-
tion tooth and nail.
The anti-Bork crusade is in fuli
swing, complete with all-night
speeches and candlelight vigils.
The American Civil Liberties
Union, the AFL-CIO, and the Na-
tional Organization for Women are
only a few of the groups which
seem to want to re-establish them-
selves by opposing- the nomination
on purely political and ideological
grounds. Yet such actions seems
only to alienate them further from
mainstream America,
Sen. Ted Kennedy (D-MA) has
called Bork a "judicial hyperactiv-
ist who would overrule dozens of
precedents and reverse decades of
progress toward greater justice in
America." Such "Chicken Little
polemics," as writer Max Lerner
has referred to the hyperbole
streaming from the liberal side,
have dominated the Bork debate.
That hyberbole is not only inaccur-
ate, but it insults the integrity of a
man whose legal acumen has been
praised even by those who do not
share his ideology.
Robert Bork believes in judicial
restraint and the original intent of
the framers of the Constitution.
This indicates that he will turn his
attention to the Constitutionality
of new laws, and not to reversing
old decisions. If anything, he can
help curtail an activist judiciary,
one which has created rights out
of thin air. That is Ted Kennedy's
"progress."
Ultimately, ideology is the oper-
ative word. Contrary to popular
belief, there is no such thing1 ^ m
objective judiciary, A majority in
the Supreme Court is created at
the polls, with presidential major-
ities. Every Court decision is re-
sult-minded to some extent; Bork's
confirmation would lessen that
tendency.
While the hearings will likely say
nothing: about Robert Bork's abil-
ity to sit on the Supreme Court,
they will be a test of political power
both for President Reagan and for
the political parties.
Boland Amendment,
Regardless of the possible viola-
tion of Boland, the laws requiring
any covert operation conducted
outside the CIA to be specifically
designated and authorized by
Presidential finding were simply
ignored. Furthermore, North, as
well as various of his associates,
lied to Congressional committees
charged with oversight of covert
operations, lied to the American
people, and destroyed evidence and
.government property in order to
hide his actions.
To conclude, then, the terrible
misdeeds of North and Co. are in
fact real and definable. They fall
into two categories: First, the vio-
. lation, or at least attempted cir-
cumvention of the law and the
legislative branch. Second, and
possibly even more important that
breaking U.S. law, North and Co.
engaged in a process which imple-
mented, and tried to perpetuate a
self-sustaining foreign policy ent-
ity which operated without the
knowledge of a single elected
United States government official.
In the eyes of North, U.S. law,
checks and balances, accountabil-
ity, and Consitutionality, the very
cornerstones of the efficiency of
our Democratic system, were to be
damned. That is inexcusable in any
context.
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Soccer to Score with New Attitude
by Layne Pomerleau .
Tripod Sports Writer
This year's Women's Soccer
team is undoubtedly a squad full of
promise. The team has a potent
combination of both young and old
blood which, when combined, may
proveto be lethal to all other Di-
vision III opponents.
First year coach Maureen Pine
hopes to improve upon last year's
3-9-1 record. With some new ideas
and a positive attitude, she should
bring the Lady Bants back on the
winning track. According to many
of the players, the positive feeling
she has been creating during pre-
season practices will carry over
into the regular season and should
make a real difference in the closer
games. • . . .
Among those players returning
for the Lady Bants are seniors Lisa
Lake and co-cptain Betsy Karet-
nik. Lake should. cotitmu.e to be a .
defensive force on theplaying.field '
and Karetnik, despite: her small
size, packs a big punch in any facet
of the game.
The team is also pleased to have
the services of junior Julie Sullivan,
once again. Sullivan, who took last
season off, has returned even bet-
ter than . before. Sullivan will be
seeing some playing time on the
field as well as sharing net duties
with sophomore Lisa Banks, who
shows great promise in goal.
Other returning players who will
add strength and depth to the team
are juniors, co-captain Layne Pom-
erleau, Claudia DePalma, Cathy
Walsh, a defensive rock, and soph-
omore Cathy Ennis, who will with-
out a doubt be the Lady Bants big
scorer. Also returningwill be in-
valuable sophomore mid-fielders
Debbie Glew and Laura Weaver,
as will be juniors Melissa Hobbie
, and Jen Ducar who are threats at
both ends of the field, •
. The Lady Bants can;also look to
:• .%'talented,; crop of; mewr • l
tn .. . , , . «n«K In
r „. :this.years,freshinen show a
lojtof promise.ariij,are needed to
. step into the shoes of the seniors
who have been lost to graduation.
Defensively, the team will be
looking to Margery Peskin and
Jennifer Manley, Showing great
offensive potential are Kattya Lo-
pez, whose shooting skills should
take some of the pressure off of
Ennis, Chris Lindsey, whose speed
and passing ability make her an
all-around threat, Catherine Hew-
itt who will be an offensive spark,
and Payton Tansill who will be an
impotant addition to the forward
line. First year sophomores Karen
Farquhar and Heidi Wisbach
should also be seeing some playing
time.
At press time the Lady Bants
were to travel to Amherst on Sun-
day to take on Amherst, Smith and
Mt. Holyoke in a four team round-
robin scrimmage. The Lady Bants
will open their regular season at
.home, as they play host to Bow-
doin on Saturday,September 19,
for the start of what looks to a
: successful s eason . ' '••?••' . ''":'- .
Men's XCountry Awaits Run To Top
by Bruce Corbett
Tripod Sports Writer
Size and strength could be the
two factors that lead the 1987
Trinity men's Cross Country team
to one of its winningest seasons in
r ecent history.'With ;twenty (20).,
names on the'. official roster, in-
cluding some up and coming run-'
ners, this fall should be the year
that the men break the Wesleyan
curse. '•••••' .
Although graduates captain Paul
Deslandes. and the inspirational
Steve Balon. will be sorely missed,
the twelve new faces on the team .
should be more than able to fill :
their shoes. Perhaps the brightest
newcomer on the team, Chris
Diekerson, will be competing for
the #1 spot, Diekerson is no new-
comer to Cross Country though, as
he is an experienced junior trans-
fer from Bentley.
In addition to its larger size, the
team is also looking at a very
strong lead pack of runners, the
top seven. Joining Diekerson at the
top will be returning senior co-cap- .
tams Craig Gemmel and Matt Don-
ahue. The fourth through eighth
spots are presently unclear, as fr
talented runners will be vying for
t h o s e s p o t s , , . • . . . • ; ' • •
Among those competing for the
positions, senior Boss Burdick is
running very strongly and should
contribute to the team's success.
Junior Sam Adams is always a
threat but at the present is expe-
riencing,kneeproblems.However,
he isin fine shapeand should make
a strong comeback.
. The returning sophomore trio of
Steve . Anderson, Bruce Corbett
and Mike Fagan should also con-
test for some spots, as they are
much stronger than last year, hav-
ing a year of experience under
their belts. Sophomore Mike Joyce,
. who ran the Boston Marathon last
spring, and freshman Matt Ma-
guire both have the potential to
make immediate contributions to
the varsity squad.
• The team is also pleased to in- .
corporate several runners who are
mainly training for shorter dis-
tances and the upcoming spring
varsity track season, including
Russ Alderson '89, Rob Sohn '90,
Rich Dipreta '91 and Aaron Sobel
- ' 9 0 . •
Coach Alex Magoun has ex-
pressed uninhibited . optimism
when asked to comment on the up-
coming season, arid hopes to end
the Wesleyan Curse by beating the
local NESCAC rival for the first
time in more than fifty (50) years.
This year's pack could be the team
to break that curse, as competition
for positions within the team
should strenghten the runners both
' ,individually and as a team.
The Bantamswill,travel toVas -
sar College on Saturday, Septem-
ber 19 to to compete in the Vasssar
College Invitational for their first
meet of the season.
Co-captain Layne Pomerleau '89 will lead Women's Soccer.





Volleyball Spikes Again! The
women's volleyball team is work-
ing hard and looking forward to its
. best season ever! Under the lead-
ership of a new coaching staff and
a number of returning players, the
team is ready to begin what should
be the. most successful season in
their short history.
Stan Ogrodnick, the men's head
basketball coach, has assumed the
head coaching position for the vol-
leyball team. His numerous years,
of successful coaching should prove
to provide a strong competitive
volleyball team. When asked how
he felt about being the new wom-
en's volleyball * coach, Coach
Ogrodnick stated, "When I said
yes, I planned to give 100% to this
season, I don't, do anything half-
heartedly".
The new Assistant Dean of Stu-
dents, Kirk Peters, will assist
Ogrodnick. Peters has coached vol-
eyball on the division one level and
his knowledge oi ilic game is im-
mense. He is helping to train the
team not only physically but men-
tally. Peters remarks that he "has
already seen a great deal of im-
provement and we have only been
together for a week,"
Senior co-captains Kristen Cad-
elina and Kathleen Strauss will
lead the Lady Bants for the second
year. They will be supported by
the returning sophomores Emily
Knack and Beth Clifford, juniors
Chris Gilson and Sue Stenick, and
seniors Debbie Smith, Chever
Voltmer, and Liz Breiner. The
team also has three strong fresh-
men: . Grace, Tinata Yerbourough,
and Kimberly Jones.
Last year, the team finished with
a record of 8-10 and Ogrodnik
would at least like to reverse that
record. With the experience of not
only the players but the coaches,
that should be a very reachable
goal. The women are enthusiastic
and are looking forward to a great
season. The Lady Bants will open
their season at home in a dual meet



















































Former Trinity quaterback Dan
Tighe will be honored September
14 as the New England College
athletic Conference/Bank of Bos-
ton Male Athlete of the Year for
Division III. The award, which is
based upon athletic and academic
acheivement, as well a,s citizen-
ship, will be presented at an
awards luncheon to be held at the
Newton Marriott Hotel in Newton,
Massachusetts,
As an outstanding quaterback
and an exceptional student, Dan
Tighe distinguished himself as one
of the most honored scholar-ath-
letes at Trinity. A native of Low-
ell, Massachusetts, Tighe was co-
captain and two year starter for
the Bants football team. As a jun-
ior Tighe performed brilliantly in
the unenviable role of replacing
eventual Gram Bay Packer Joe
Shield, by pausing fur 1781 yards
and 17 touchdowns, and by break-
ing .school records for passing at-
tempts* in a game and in a season.
For his stellar perforrntwee lie wan
named 3rd team All-America. As
co-captain his .senior year Tighe
guided the Bants to a "i-'A record,
including a win over nationally
ranked Hamilton.
Tighe, u history ru;i|ur regis
tered a ,4.7ft cuinulatitt' fil A and
graduated with hf!i<>r., ,tnd w:i-
eleeU'il b\ Slit' ' Irum f'iultj !"
P h i R i t a K i ip j t t i l 'tv<r ' i i T i i d u a -
t i o n he U1M> m t u < > i ' i n ( i V i u v e
coveted s ith!«<tii; iiwanf.^it.TrijitfA'.
He was alsot'i,3-winnt.»r >»( the Trin-
ity E.C.A.i ' . Schnlsir-AthleSe
Award ft.tr s'litMarsdinj,;; fn-riVir-
. . i!.* nmt afSilctifM.
inanci* it. .'U'juii'f.'u
This !;ii! Tight' wiii in: ror,?iutiing.
his «.kiCttti«.trt at lii** /to* »• York
University Sti«»i <if Liiw
. N




by Ellie Pierce and Laura von
Seldeneck
Tripod Sports Writers
The Trinity women's Field
Hockey team has won 24 straight
games and head coach Robin She-
pard and her players are preparing
to continue that streak. Led by
senior co-captains Ellie Pierce and
Laura von Seldeneck, the squad is
determined to defend its 1986
NIAC title.
Taking into account the loss of
five seniors to graduation, last
year's undefeated season will be a
tough act to follow. However, the
gaps are being filled and the team
is shaping into what looks to be
another winner.
Returning starters he Pierce-
Brewster combo has been together
for 4 years and has proved to be a
successful goal scoring team. Mid-
field will controlled by seniors Cel-
inda Shannon, Amy Folta and
Diane Christie, with help from
sophomore Molly Verbeck.
Defense will be led by returning
starters von Seldeneck and junior
Gretchen Bullard. Adding their
talents to the backfield will be sen-
ior Alyssa Kolowrat and sopho-
more Sarah Crissman. In the net,
senior Kate Scanlon and freshman
Louise Van der Does will be seeing
action.
Pre-season action for the Lady
Bantams has been successful thus
far. In a 5-0 win over Division I
Fairfield, (Trinity being Division
III), the team demonstrated not
only their ability to score goals,
but also their defensive capabili-
ties, as the defense and goal com-
bined to shut out their opponents.
The offense was provided by
Pierce, who scored a pair of goals,
with Campbell, Brewster, and von
Seldeneek adding single tallies.
The Lady Bants traveled to
Smith College to compete in the
Smith College six team roundrobin
Jamboree this past weekend.
There, the Lady Bants continued
to dominate their opponents, beat-
ing MIT, Wheaton, Conneticut
College and Southeastern Massa-
chusetts. They finished their ex-
hausting day with a scoreless tie
against the always tough Colby
squad.
The junior varsity team is also
looking strong this year and hopes
to be as successful as last year's
winning squad. The presence of the
JV squad to fine tune and condi-
tion younger players has always
added an extra edge to future var-
sity players, and this year's team
is no exception as many talented
freshmen vyed for spots on the
team.
Sheppard's Bants will begin their
title defense and their regular sea-
son away against Western Conne-
ticut on Thursday night. The team
is eagerly awaiting its Saturday
home opener, when the Bantams
will play host to their perennial
NIAC rivals from Bowdoin.
If the pre-season success of Trin-
ity Field Hockey is an indicator of
what to expect during the regular
season, the Trinity commununity
can look forward to another NIAC
championship for Coach Robin






If interested — leave a note in box
1183 or call 246-0743.
Field Hockey should repeat as NIAC champs. Photo by Meryl Levin.
Ducks Set To Defend Title
by Chris Coxon
Tripod Sparts Writer
Fall means three things: dead
leaves, pitcher nights at the View,
and Trinity Waterpolo. Returning
after their most successful season
in recent history, the Ducks have
many reasons to be optimistic
about the upcoming campaign.
Last fall, Trinity won the
N.E.S.C.W.P.C. (New England
Small College Waterpolo Confer-
ence, for all you neophytes out
there) Championship at Bates Col-
lege, defeating the host and favor-
ite Bates 12-10 in the final g-ame
of the Tournament. This was an
amazing acheivement for a team
with only nine active players, but
one made possible by the Ducks'
experience and teamwork.
The team will be hurt by the
graduation of key seniors Tim An-
derson and Stu "the animal" Szik-
las, but should remain competitive
with the return of many of last
season's successful contributors.
Scoring punch will be provided by
co-captains Nick Clifford '88 and
Chris Coxon '89, with help from
sophomores Steve Murdock and
Ted "Jones" Foss. Humour will be
provided by Alex "Booter" Paidas
and "Miami" Steve Weinstein. The
Ducks will also be aided by the re-
cruitment of many promising
freshmen and sophomore duck-
lings.
Trinity has a full season sched-
uled, including . games against
Clark, Holy Cross, W.P.I., Wes-
leyan and league powerhouses
Bates and Bridgewater State. Also
planned are bi-weekly scrimmages
with Wesleyan, which will allow
the layman to experience the thrills
and violence of college waterpolo
without leaving the campus.
With the experience of the Ducks
veterans and the enthusiasm of the
recruits, it looks to be another suc-
cessful season for Trinity Water-
polo.
Studen t Trainers Wanted
Experience not necessary.
Work study and CPR/First Aid preferred.
If interested, please contact Peggy or Les at ext. 442
Tae Kwon Do is a Korean
Martial Art which deals in
self defense and fist and
foot fighting.
For information: Box 555
249-4548 or 249-6921
Taught by Master Sang H. Kirn
Sixth Degree Blackbelt
Korean National Champion '76
International Collegiate Champion 77
International Military Champion '79
Instructor of the year '83
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EXTRA INNINGS
by Gina M. Letellier
Welcome to yet another-year of
athletic competition at Trinity and
welcome to Extra Innings. As this
is my first column, I want to intro-
duce myself to you and. tell you a'
little about my plans for the se-
mester.
In case you didn't pick up on the
name of my column, I am an avid
baseball fan. For those of you who
were sick of Boston sports and
sports teams oriented columns —
SORRY! To further upset many of
you, I must admit that I have al-
ways been and forever will be, a
Boston Red Sox fan. I was there
when Yaz hit his 3000th hit, on
tickets given to me in March for
my birthday. I am always ready
: for next year. In fact, this coming
next year especially. The '87 Sox
rookies have performed admira-
bly; Rocket Roger has finally got-
ten himself on track, Bruce Hurst
can always be depended upon, and
I don't think I need to fillall of
, Extra Innings extolling the virtues
of Wade Boggs. When Oil Can
comes back and Gedman gets his
head on straight — watch out! As
for any derogatory comments you
may have in mind, send them to
mein care of this newspaper, and
I'll do my best to try to rebut them.
I'm also having a few problems
• with my New York Mets fans/
friends. Theyke _eppatronizing a n d '
• try ing toconsolefeHaw Red: j S ox t-1
fans with witty Comments like,-:
"Well, at least they are out of the
race and you don't have anything
to worry about, (snicker, snicker)"
Another personal favorite of mine
- is, "It's not like you have check the
sports pages everyday to see if
they are still closing in on fourth
place." Enoughalready.
In keeping with the Boston
theme, Red Auerbacb and the Bos-
ton Celtics can do no wrong. The
Celtics can never win too many
games nor win by too large a mar-
: gin. Despite the feelings of some
individuals from Detroit, Larry-
Bird could be purple (or black and
. blue) and he would still be the best
to play the game. As for last year's
effort against the Lakers - We
were supposed to have had Len
Bias. Since I'm not one to make
excuses, I'll admit that when one
considers the injuries the Celts had
to contend with, we were lucky to
get by Detroit. However, this year
: should prove to be a different story
as Kevin McHale, Robert Parish
and the rest of theGreen will once
again be healthy and Larry Bird
will have had time to invent some
. new left-handed inside shots and.
• p a s s e s . • • • - . .
'.': I'd also like to share my feelings
with you about WEEK ONE in the
NFL. To sum them up, I did not
exactly shed too many tears when
the players' association set the
strike date1 b e f o r e t h e e n d o f thistheplayers
.month.
Let's talk about theUS Open.
Did any of you happen to see
Jimmy Connors play Ivan Lendl? I
must admit I was rooting for
Jimmy as strongly as any other
red-blooded American. However, I
was taken ashamed at the attitude
of many Open spectators towards
Ivan. He may be an arrogant ass,
but he is also talented and has cho-
sen to make America his home.
The least we can do is offer a little
encouragement, at the very least,
we don't have to applaud when he
makes a mistake. Aren't we a little
classier than that? Let's hope so.
In case there are any of you still
reading this, I'd like to share some
of my plans with you. I hope to
have sports features written by the -
Trinity community and myself. I
. also plan to do some Where Are
They Now? stories aboutformer
Trinityathletes who have made it
to the pros. Of course, I also would
welcomeany suggestions about ar-
ticles or features. You can also ex-
. pect to see intersting sports trivia
every week. Some of it familiar,
some of it more obscure.
This week's sports trivia is quo-
tations. You have probably heard
d'allof these at one time or another,
i^|g^£||^e^|;h(J}^i^y^eni. :.
You a rewe lcometokeepScore .
Number 1: "I hit 'em where they
ain't." Wheels turning? Number 2:
"The opera ain't over till the fat
lady sings." Huh? Number 3: "It's
not whether you win or lose but
how you play the game."
Before I reveal the answers for
you, I'd like to regain some read-
ership by saying that although I
am a Boston fan, they will not be
the only teams which I will talk
about. However, I do want my
readers to know where I stand.
Another thing that is important to
. mention is supporting Trinity
atletics. It really does mean alot to •
players to see their classmates out
there supporting them. In sports
. such as football and basketball, the
crowdplays an integral part in the
outcome of close games.
Sports trivia answers; #1- Wee
Willie Keeler of Brooklyn Dodger
fame; #2- Dick Motta, former coach
of the Washington Bullets (NBA);
and lastly, Grantland Rice, possi-
bly the greatest sports writer to
. have ever lived. I'd like to leave
• you this week with the words of .
the immortal Satchel Paige, "Ain't
no man can avoid being born av-
erage, but there ain't no man got
to be common," Thank you.
Beth Cottone '88 is among the top tennis seeds. Photo by Melissa Hallman.
Tennis Set For Winning Season
By Yani Ewee
TripodSports Writer
h t h e h e l p ofsome fresh faces
out on the courts, the women's
tennis team is looking forward to
another successful season of com-
petition. Despite losing three play-
ers to graduation, the outlook for
Trinity tennis is nothing but opti-
mistic.
Head coach Wendy Bartlett de-
cided to keep only twelve players
rather than the previous. years'
sixteen players to represent the
team. She hopes that with the
fewer number of players, she and
assistant coach Dr. Henry De-
Phillips can spend more time with
each team member individually and
help each of them improve their
game.throughout the season. Bar-
tlett commented, "I'm really ex-
cited about this very young team.
I see a lot of potential among the
freshmen as well as the returning
upperelassmen. Because we have
such a small team, I feel that the
comraderie that is already begin-
ning to develop among these play-
ers will further create strong
enthusiasm and spirit during fu-
ture competition."
In addition to the graduation of
three seniors, sophomore Cather-
ine Macaulay has also been lost for.
the season due to an injury and
must spend the season on the
bench. Although the team will feel
their loss, the addition of four tal-
ented freshmen will ably fill the
gaps left open. Freshmen Court-
ney Geelen, Maria Nevares, Ann
Nicholson and Heather Watkins
are tentatively seeded in four of
the top six seeds, and look to make
impressive contributions to the
team.
Captain Margaret Driscoll '88
realizes the amazing possibilities of
great success for this year's team.
"Everyone on the team looks pre-
pared to handle a difficult schedule
of mostly away matches that faces
us. The high quality of freshmen
that tried out this year really im-
pressed me. Although they may
not have any collegiate experi-
ence, I don't think it will take them
a great deal of matches before they
are confident and competitive out
on the courts."
Top seeded senior Beth Cottone
agrees, "Although we lost a lot of
good players this year, everyone
on the team this year looks in good
shape. And with some tough prac-
tices to come, we should be ready
to play competitively in our first
match." Cottone, who was out sick
for about one month over the sum-
mer, has suprised everyone at
tryouts with a much improved
game plan and looks as if she has
been playing everyday since last
season.
Last Saturday the tennis team
held an informal scrimmage match
against a very challenging Middle-
bury team. The scrimmage offered
a chance for the freshmen to get a
feel for the things to come. The
Lady Bants gained invaluable ex-
perience as the players entered
multiple matches to help them re-
turn to a more competitive mind-
set. The scrimmage also afforded
an opportunity to see how the dou-
bles teams performed in competi-
tion.
The Lady Bants hope to revenge
close losses to Amherst, Holy
Cross, and UCONN during the up-
coming season. Trinity's first test
will come this week as the team
will play boat to UHART on Sep-
tember 15. Other matches this
week will pit the Lady Bants
against Wellesley away on the 17th
and at home again against Am-
herst on the 19th.
With a smaller team than in the
past, and with the help of both ex-
perienced veterans and talented
freshmen, the Trinity Women's
Tennis team is hopeful of continu-
ing their winning tradition.
Learn The Facts,
Hear the tales, feel the emotions
Come to the lecture on Apartheid
In South Africa by Tseke Morathi
Thursday, September 17
at 8:00 in McKook Auditorium
Presented by the International Club
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Crew Teams Anticipate Successful Season
by Eric Hammerstrom
Tripod Sports Writer
xA.s fall practice begins for Trini-
ty's crew team, head coach Bert
Apfelbaum is optimistic. With a
good number of returning letter
winners and a strong group of
young rowers, the men's heavy-
weight and lightweight boats, and
the women's varsity boat should
have successful seasons.
Seniors Art Muldoon and Sandy
Thomas captain a heavyweight
boat comprised of three returnees,
while men's lightweight captain
Jay Blum '88 leads a crew of four
returning lettermen into the fall
season. Junior Jud Paschen joins
Muldoon and Thomas in the heavy-
weight boat, and seniors Tim Con-
nor, Mike Rorick, and Eric Beatty,
along with junior Mark Eller,
round out the men's lightweight
boat.
The fall season will see a lot of
new faces in the heavyweight boat.
The boat's performance will rest
largely on the ability of a stong
sophomore class to replace gradu-
ating oarsmen. But heavyweight
captain Art Muldoon sees condi-
tioning to be the most important
factor for success in the fall sea-
son, "fall races are three times
longer than spring races, so the
biggest question for the fall is fit-
ness. I feel we have enough good
sophomores to make up a strong
boat."
The heavyweight crew sets their
sights on defeating Wesleyan this
year. "Wesleyan has beaten us
each of the last two seasons," ex-
plained Muldoon, "so we will be
gunning for them this year."
. In contrast, the greatest chal-
lenge for the lightweights may
simply be gaining a spot on the
boat. With five returning letter-
men and a total of twenty-one
lightweights seeking a position on
the crew, it looks to be an excellent
season for Trinity's lightweight
men. According to head coach Bert
Apfelbaum, competition to make
the boat will be Fierce, and by rac-
ing time it should be a very fast
boat. The sheer number of people
trying to make the boat will force
each lightweight to work that
much harder.
The lightweight crew lost to
Coast Guard twice last, year, with
one of those losses coming in the
Dad Vail finals. The lightweights
are eager to overcome last sea-
son's losses. Judging from the de-
termination and experience of the
seniors in the boat, they should be
very successful once again. With
so many returnees, and so many
lightweights involved, a strong fin-
ish is expected.
The women's varsity crew,
coached by Stacey Apfelbaum and
captained by Jenny James '88 and
Lou O'Brien '88 should follow up
last year's bronze medal perfor-
mance in the Dad Vails with an-
other good season. The varsity
women will have four returning
letter winners available for the fall
season, and will have all but one of
last year's rowers present come
spring time. James and O'Brien
wii! lead senior Eliza Edwards and
juniors Elizabeth Brown and Becky
Brainard throughout the fall.
"Things are already going well,"
noted O'Brien. "Stacey is pushing
us hard. 'We're working harder and
pushing ourselves more than last
year. Coming in third in the Dad
Vails was quite an accomplishment
for us, and with so much young
potential we should do very welt
again."
Several additions to the crew
program should contribute to a
successful season, Two new
coaches and quite a bit of new
equipment have been added to the
squad. Freshman coach Tom
MeClarence, a Boston University
graduate, has already brought: sev-
eral new ideas to Trinity's pro-
gram. Graduate assistant Meg
Pieotte, a 1980 Trinity graduate,
has taken over as coach of the
women's novice team.
Work will soon begin on a new
sixteen man rowing tank at Ferris
Athletic Center. The tank should
be in place by winter and will pro-
vide greater capacity for winter
training than the old four-man
tank. According to Muldoon, "The
new tanks will allow us to get a lot
more work done indoors, and we
should come out looking very
strong in the spring."
The combination of new coaches,
new tanks and strong rowers
should lead the Trinity crew team
to a successful fall season and an
even greater varsity season in the
spring.
Women's XCountry Gears Up
by Susan Kinz
Tripod Sports Writer
Once again, the quads of Trinity
College and the hills nearby are
dotted with a tight pack of dedi-
cated runners, the 1987 Trinity
women's Cross Country team.
While most people on the quad in
the afternoon are enjoying the last
of the summer sun's rays, these
women are sweating through
grueling miles, traversing the col-
lege course in preporation for the
fall season ahead.
Although academic classes are
only entering their third week, the
runners have been in training for
several months. Coach Alex Ma-
goun stressed the importance of
summer training to his runners last
spring. As a result, the team cov-
ered hundreds of miles during the
hot summer months. Individually,
many of the returning runners put
in close to fifty miles per week, in
addition to swimming, biking, and
weight training.
The team is now ready to push
forward in their workouts, varying
distance runs with mile interval
workouts and speed drills. This
fall, Coach Magoun will have the
team concentrating on the impor-
tance of hill training. Rather than
merely reaching the top of the hill,
this year's team is driving forward
past the hill's summit, striding for
a faster recovery.
"It's this push forward past the
top that's going to give us the edge
over our opponents on the long,
steep ascents," explained junior
tri-captain Gail Wehrli. "When the
other team stops, exhausted, we're
going to be able to surge for-
ward," added Coach Magoun.
In addition to the strength
gained from intense training, the
Lady Bantam runners can also look
forward to a newfound strength;
strength in numbers. The varsity
team only lost one runner to grad-
uation and has gained several
promising sophomore and fresh-
man runners.
Tri-captains, seniors Shana Pyun
and Jennifer Elwell, and junior
Gail Wehrli are ready to head the
Lady Bantam racing pack this
year. Returning seniors Amy Peck,
Hillary Fazzone, Lucia Dow, Alex
Miehos and Laura Vozelt, junior
Sue Kinz and sophomore Elizabeth
Hines will also make large contri-
butions to the team's success.
The experience of the veteran
runners, the strength of their
training program and the numbers
of runners add up to a powerful
combination and what should be a
successful season. Their first
chance to test this combination will
be Saturday, September 19 at the
Vassar College Invitational. Coach
Magoun, confident in his team, has
predicted a victory for the women,
promising them ribbons around
. their necks if they all race with the
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Defense Questionable As Bants
Prepare For'87
by Bill Charest and Chris Dick-
. inson .
Tripod Sports Writers
Seeking their eighth consecutive
winning season, the Trinity foot-
ball team began practices last
week,. culminating in double ses-
sions this past weekend.. Looking
ahead to a schedule of balanced op-
ponents, the team's first game on
September 26 will be crucial as
they face Bowdoin, who already
will have a game under their belts.
Coach Don Miller (21st year, 104-
53-3) is optimistic, as the attitude
at practices has been positive.
Coach Miller's squad returns
with a seasoned offensive line that'.,
should continue to punch holes in
the opponent's defense and effec-
tively pass block and propel the
running game. - Go-captain John
Morrissey '88 starts at right tac-
kle, while center ScottMitehell '89,
right guard Tom Schaefer '90, left
guard Sean McHugh '88, and left
t cki l• °" Mancmi 9U comprise
the rest of the unit.
... Despite losing running backs
Rich Nagy and Ted Shannon and
quarterback Dan Tighe to gradua-
tion, the. offensive baekfield still
• looks strong. Co-captain fullback
Wally Wrobel '88 (444 yds.,5.1 yds/
carry, 5TDs) and halfback John
Calcaterra '88 (only 15 carries in
'86 due to injury) should take up •
the slack. They will be aptly aided
g l i
Griffin '90 is the frontrunner for
the quarterback spot and his run-
ning ability should add a new di-
mension to the Bants' offense.
The Bants' receiving corps looks
solid as well. While the offense
may notbe as pass-orientedas in
previous years, the receivers still
comprise an integral part of the
Trinity offense. Look for Fronza-
glia, one of the NESCAC's tough-
est receivers, to come out of the
baekfield to make important
catches. Replacing him at split end
will be Terry McNamara '90 (17
receptions, 206 yds. as a fresh-
man), one of the Bants' faster re-
ceivers. McNamara's speed could
allow tight, end .Bob Ugolik '88
(2TDs) to be called upon for short
and medium-range patterns.
Defense may be this season's
questionmark for Miller's Bants as
eight ofthe eleven starters have
been lost to graduation. The defen-
sive line plays an indespensible
part in Coach Miller's 5-2-4 align-
ment. Returning on defense will be
defensive end Bob Sickenger '90
(70 tackles, 2. sacks), left tackle
Kevin Walsh '88, defensive, end
Mark Polinsky '88 (led the team
with 4 sacks), end Dan Prochniak
'89 and tackle Dave Hutchinson
Graduation took its toll on the
linebackers and secondary for the
Bants, as all six of the starters are
gone. Joe Yamin '89 (40 tackles in
'86) will • start at linebacker this
tions,
be movingfrom wide-out to the
halfback position, where he will
share time with Calcaterra. Kevin
g ^ % j
JohnBurke '88 compete for the
other starting spot. In the second-
ary, Scott Semanchik '88 (2 INTs)
The Bants fine tune their running game.
moves from nickel back to a start-
ing role at free safety. Tom Brod-
erick '88 will see action at
cornerback, along with Eric Grant
'89, while Jim Siebert '88 will start
at strong safety. This unit will un-
doubtedly become better with each
game, as the players gain more ex-
perience,
Special teams appear to be solid.
Placekicker Tim Jensen '90 had a
strong year in '86 (17-17 PAT, 6-8
FG), and looks to continue his suc-
,- cess. JohnCalcaterra was one of
the nation's best kickoff returners
last year, ripping off more than 25
yards per return,
Unlike previous years, especially
last season, injuries pose no major
problem for the Bantams this sea-
son. This in itself will be a major
factor as the Bantams prepare for
their first contests knowing that
they are working with the full
squad.
In preparation for the season
opener against Bowdoin on Sep-
tember 26, the Bants will travel to
Vermont Academy to take on Mid-
dlebury College in a controlled
scrimmage. The outcome of the
scrimmage will act as a good gage
in determining how the Bants
should fare over the rest of the
Pholo by Meryl Levin
The key to the 1987 season for
the Bants will be the adjustment
of the veterans to a new quarter-
back and the maturation of the de-
fensive units. Coach Miller is
pleased with the dedication and
hard work of both the freshmen
and the returning players. On of-
fense, the picture looks bright as
the entire starting line will be re-
turning. The questions on dufense
will soon be answered as the new
starters continue to gain experi-
ence and adapt to their positions.
1987 looks to be a solid year for
the Bants.
Men's Soccer Ready For Tough '87 Season
by Jeff Proulx
Tripod Sports Writer
• Last year's Trinity men's soccer
team was characterized by its de-
termination, gutsy style of play
andhustle. However, it will also
be remembered for its one dimen-
sional offense and the inability to
break a recent streak of sub-par .
seasons. Working with primarily
the same squad as last year, with
a few noticeable exceptions, coach
Robie Shults has developed a plan
which should propel the team over
. the .500 mark • ' • . .
In order to contend with the loss
of three of last year's most essen-
tial team members,. Shults has ini-
tiated a vigorous practice schedule
that includes early. morning runs
and multi-practice weekdays and "
Saturdays. . Shults believes that
good old-fashioned hard . work
should give the team that extra
edge. . .
The graduation of co-captains
Chris Hyland and Peter Voudouris
and the absence of last year's
"outstanding freshman" Mike
Murphy will force . the team to
adopt a more balanced offense.
Hyland led the team in goals
scored, and in the words of Coach
Shults, "last year, when the other
team was able to shut down Hy-
land, they were able to shut down
the whole offense." Murphy, who
has decided to take a year off from
his studies will also be sorely
missed, .
Among those returning to the
varsity squad are backs Mike Daly
'88, Steve Ryan '89, Pete Denious
'90, Nick Formissario '90 and Greg
Stedman '89. Also returning are
senior co-captains George Man-
thous and Durkin Barnhill and fel-
low midfielders Matt;Gandal '89,
John Ralston '89, and Scott Isaac
'89. Several of these players will
also alternate as forwards, as will
J.P. Marra '90. Sharing the goal-
tending duties will be juniors E.G.
Woods and Carl Pier.
Twenty freshman will also be
vying for spots on the squad, many
of whom have definite varsity po-
tential. "We have a solid group of
freshman who are trying to make
the varsity team. We're very
pleased with what we have," re-
marked a positive Shults.
For the first time in three years
Trinity will also be fielding a J.V.
team. K.J. Park, who runs Central
Services and played soccer for
Central Connoticu't State Univer-
sity, will coach the squad. The ad-
dition of the J.V. team should
strengthen the team's depth by al-
lowing Shults to keep more play-
ers, thereby bettering future
Bantam squads.
The Bants' first match will be
played September 19 as Trinity
plays host to the perennially strong
Coast Guard squad. This first
match will be a real test for the
Bants, but they will be well pre-
pared by Coach Shults' rigorous
new practice schedule.
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